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The development of the National List 2! Plant Species That Occur 
in Wetlands: 1988 (National List) has been the result of the 
collective efforts of a large number of dedicated biologists. 
Special recognition and thanks are extended to the many people 
who contributed to the successful completion of this project. 
The National Wetlands Inventory, especially John Montanari and 
Bill Wilen, provided the funding and administrative support 
necessary for the development of the National List and 
coordination of the review effort. 
The other Federal agencies, especially Bill Sipple, John Meagher, 
and Dave Davis of the Environmental Protection Agency, Bob 
Pierce, Dick Macomber, and Dana Sanders of the Corps of 
Engineers, and Billy Teels and Carl Thomas of the Soil 
Conservation Service, provided much needed funding to aid 
development of the Annotated National Wetland Plant Species Data 
Base. and technical support through their agency biologists' 
participation in the review effort. 
Special recognition and appreciation is extended to Dr. Lewis 
Cowardin who conceived the need for the National List, supervised 
the compilation of the initial draft list, and provided 
invaluable advice and direction during ~he initial phase of the 
project. 
The contribution of the authors of the almost 300 regional and 
State floras and regional wetland manuals used in compiling the 
Annotated National Wetland Plant Species Data Base is gratefully 
~cknowledged. 
The development of the National List was greatly facilitated by 
the dedicated staff who contributed over 50 man years to compile 
the Annotated National Wetland Plant ~pecies Data Base. This 
data base provided a solid information base from which the 
National List was derived. This staff included Karen E. Amidei, 
James G. Armstrong, Sheryl A. Brenner, Steven I. Candileri, Mark 
A. Charneski, Diana Fry, Thomas B. Gunter, Lillian A. Gustafson, 
Iris A. Kendall, Mary E. Klee, Annie L. Kosvanec, David R. 
Lindsey, Stephen Mortellaro, Kent A. Moyer, Laura E. Pittman, 
Donald R. Richardson, Richard N. Rowse, Angela F. Salem, Deana 
Ulmer, Sheri A. Ulrich, Sandra M. Upchurch, Diane Wallace, Debora 
L. Wegner, August M. Wooten and Kevin R. Youngberg. This 
landmark effort to collect much of the taxonomic and ecological 
information about wetland plants into a textual computer data 
base was a protracted and extremely tedious task. It was truly a 
pleasure to work with such a productive and conscientious group. 
A special debt is owed to the regional ecologists who so 
generously gave of their time and experience in reviewing the 
lists. Their review helped to refine the information presented 
for many species in the botanical manuals and in many cases 
provided the only and often best description of the ecology of 
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many plant species. The National List would not be as accurate 
and complete if it were not for the enormous amount of review so 
generously provided by the regional reviewers. 
State distributions and common names provided for most species by 
John Kartesz from unpublished data bases have allowed the 
production of accurate State lists and common name assignments 
for almost all species. The high quality and completeness of the 
National List is in large part due to the data provided by John 
Kartesz from the Biota of North America Program. . 
The composition and pleasing format of the lists is largely due 
to the computer skills of Jill Muhlenbruck and Greg Auble of the 
National Ecology Research Center. 
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The contributions of the many National and regional review panel 
members is gratefully acknowledged. These biologists represented 
their agencies in a technically competent and thoroughly 
professional manner. The strength of the Regional lists and 
Indicator assignments is largely due to the diverse background of 
the review panel members and a firm desire by all to make the 
process work. The unswerving resolve and determination displayed 
by all the review panels to complete each phase of the task 
during the marathon regional review panel meetings was truly 
inspiring. Well over 200 weeks of staff time was contributed by 
the revi~w panel members. 
It has been a pleasure to coordinate this effort and to work so 
closely with so many dedicated and professional biolo~ists. The 
credit and recognition for the completion of this task applies 
equa:ly to all who contributed so much. As compiler, I must 
necessarily take the responsibility for any shortcomings in the 
current list and especially any errors of omission or commission 
in the data presented. The extensive use of the National List 




- The National List 2! Plant Species That Occur in Wetlands: 1988 
(National List) represents the combined efforts of many 
biologists over the last decade to define the wetland flora of 
the United States. The National List has undergone a number of 
revisions resulting from intensive review by regional ecologists. 
National, regional and State lists are being distributed to 
provide users with the most current information. We welcome and 
encourage modification and improvement of the National List. 
Refinement of the National List will occur continually,----
reflecting increased knowledge in Indicator assignments, 
taxonomy, and geographic distribution. We anticipate that 
further refinement of the National List will lead to additional 
infra-specific and subregional Indicator assignments. Review 
documents and procedures are included with the National List to 
aid and encourage additional review. 
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service initially developed the 
National List in order to provide an appendix to the 
ClassificatIOn 2! Wetlands and Deepwater Habitats 2! the United 
States (Cowardin et al. 1979) to assist in the field 
identification of wetlands. Plant species that occur in wetlands 
as used in the National List are defined as species that have 
demonstrated an ability (presumably because of morphological 
and/er physiological adaptations and/or reproductive strategies) 
to achieve maturity and reproduce in an environment where all or 
portions of the soil within the root zone become, periodically or 
continuously, saturated or inundated during the growing season 
(adapted from Huffman 1981). The development of the National 
List changed- significantly when a cooperative review effort wa~ 
established by the major Federal agencies involved in wetland 
identification and management. The utility of the National List 
goes far beyond a simple catalog of wetland plants. The Fish and. 
Wildlife Service, in cooperation with North Carolina State 
University, has produced a weighted average procedure for using 
the wetland Indicator assignments of individual species to assist 
in determining the probability that a community is a wetland, 
(Wentworth and Johnson 1986). This procedure is used by the 'Soil 
Conservation Service to aid in the determination of wetlands 
included under the conservation provisions of the Food Security 
Act of 1985. The Fish and Wildlife Service, Army Corps of 
Engineers, Environmental Protection Agency, and Soil Conservation 
Service use the National List to aid in identifying wetlands 
falling under their varioUS-Wetland program responsibilities. 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE CURRENT LIST 
The Fish and Wildlife Service recognized that accessory lists of 
hydrophytes (plant species that occur in wetlands) and hydric 
soils would need to be developed to apply accurately and 
consistently the wetland classification system in the field. The 
scientific names of the plant species included in the major 
wetland plant lists and manuals were collected and merged into a 
single computerized list with those species on the National List 
2! Scientific Plant Names (U.S. Department of Agriculture 19~ 
that had emergent, floating, or submergent life forms. This 
initial list of 1,626 species, completed in March 1976, was 
obviously incomplete, and was especially deficient in plant 
species from the western United States, Alaska, the Caribbean and 
Hawaii. Dr. Donovan Correll, Fairchild Tropical Garden, Miami, 
Florida, reviewed this initial list in 1977 and suggested many 
additional species for inclusion. Dr. Correll's additions were 
combined with the initial list, and a draft list of 4,235 species 
was developed in 1977. This draft list, although plagued by 
problems of plant nomenclature and synonymy, was remarkably 
complete, considering the small amount of time which had been 
spent on its development. 
Review and refinement of this draft list has continued since 
1977. Initial tasks were to maintain and improve computer 
storage and retrieval of the draft list information, align the 
listed species with a national taxonomic treatment, and subdivide 
the species according to their fidelity to wetlands. The 
importance of the development of an accurate National List of 
Plant Species That Occur in Wetlands to the Federal community and 
the need to sUbstantiate. the occurrence of these plant species in 
wetlands from the botanical literature led the Fish and Wildlife 
Service to begin development of the Annotated National Wetland 
Plant Species Data Base. This textual data base documents the 
taxonomy, distribution, and ecology of each species based on a 
synthesis of almost 300 National and regional wetland plant and 
botanical. manuals representing the major State and regional 
floras. Computer storage of the Annotated National Wetland Plant 
Species Data Base allowed for the efficient maintenance of the 
initial National List and creation of early draft regional ' 
subdivisions of the National List. Data collection for the 
Annotated National Wetland Plant Species Data Base for all plant 
species was completed in 1987, but ~ncorporation of this 
information into a single data base on the National Wetlands 
Inventory minicomputer remains to be accomplished. The data base 
has been subdivided into three smaller interim data bases and is 
stored on a IBM microcomputer. Information on the data base and 
preliminary species listings or data reports from the Annotated 
National Wetland Plant Species Data Base can be obtained from the 
National Wetlands Inventory, St. Petersburg, Florida. 
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The Soil Conservation Service, through a contract to the 
Smithsonian Institution; produced a revised National List of 
Scientific Plant Names in 1982 (U.S. Department of Agriculture 
1982.) This national treatment provided a standard nomenclature 
for the National List of Plant Species That Occur in Wetlands, 
supplied a listing of synonyms linked to the accepted names, and 
updated the regional distribution of each species. The Soil 
Conservation Service list was selected as the taxonomic standard 
in order to facilitate the eventual correlation of the National 
List 2! Plant Species That Occur in Wetlands with the Hydric 
Soils of the United States (U.S. Department of Agriculture 1987). 
Copies-of-rhe National List of Scientific Plant Names (1982) are 
available from the State offices of the Soil Conservation 
Service. 
A wetland fidelity rating system was created during the initial 
development of the Annotated National Wetland Plant Species Data 
Base. Early coding of verbatim habitat from the botanical 
manuals for a wide variety of plant species indicated. that an 
obvious separat~onof obligate (restricted to wetlands) and 
facultative (not restricted to wetlands) species could be made. 
Further refinement led to subdivision of the facultative category 
into three subcategories, with a range of percent occurrences in 
wetland versus nonwetland applied to each subcategory to enhance 
user understanding and consistent application. 
The ecological information obtained from the botanical manuals 
during data collection for the development of the Annotated 
National Wetland Plant Species Data Base led to the 
identification and addition to the National List of many 
additional species for which at least one manual reported the 
species' occurring in an obvious wetland site. The National List 
had increased as a result of this process to 5,244 species i-n---
1982, 6,042 species in 1986, and presently is comprised of 6,728 
plant species. 
REVIEW PANELS AND REVIEW PROCESS 
The desire of the Federal agencies involved in wetland 
identification and delineation for a Federal list of plant 
species that occur in wetlands led to the suggestion by the Fish 
and Wildlife Service that a review process be established similar 
to that developed to review the Hydric Soils 2! the United States 
(U.S. Department of Agriculture 1987). In early 1983, the Fish 
and Wildlife Service formally requested that the Army Corps of 
Engineers, Environmental Protection Agency, and Soil Conservation 
Service participate cooperatively in an interagency review and 
development of a National List 2! Plant Species That Occur in 
Wetlands. Each agency nominated staff wetland ecologists with a 
strong background in wetland botany to a National Interagency 
Review Panel. Two organizational meetings were held in the 
summer of 1983, and the responsibilities and goals of the 
National and Regional Interagency Review Panels and the structure 
of the review process were determined. The four Federal agencies 
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also nominated staff wetland ecologists to represent them on each 
of the Regional Review Panels. Selection and appointment of the 
Regional Interagency Review Panel representatives was completed 
by each agency by the spring of 1984. All four agencies have 
been represented on most Review Panels, with some change in 
agency representatives occurring through the years. 
Initial organizational meetings for all the conterminous United 
States Regional Interagency Review Panels were held in 1984. The 
regional review ptocess was discussed and review materials were 
developed. Potential reviewers, principally field botanists and 
ecologists associated with state and Federal agencies and 
universities were identified for each region, and the 
responsibility for contacting the potential regional reviewers 
was partitioned. among the Review Panel members. Regional 
reviewers were contacted during the summer and fall of 1984 to 
determine if they could review the list and return their review 
comments by the winter of 1984-85. Regional reviewers were sent 
the most current copy of the regional list (dated September 1982) 
during the summer and fall of 1984. The Regional review lists 
contained, for many species, a tentative Indicator assignment 
developed from the data collected for the Annotated National 
Wetland Plant Species Data Base. All the Regional Review Panels 
met during the spring of 1985 to consider the review provided by 
the regional ecologists. A total of 142 ecologists and botanists 
from across the country initially reviewed the 1982 lists. The 
number of reviewers varied -from 10 to 30 p~r region. Regional 
r~viewers assigned a wetland Indicator to as many species as 
possible, based upon their field experience, using Cowardin et 
ale (1979) for the definition of a wetland. The Regional 
Interagency Review Panels examined the Indicator assignments 
suggested by each reviewer and any additional supporting' 
documentation which reviewers provided. Each of the Regional 
Review Panel members independently synthesized the review 
recei~ed and dev~loped a regional Indicator assignment for each 
species based upon all the regional review and information 
gathered about the species. The tentative Indicator assignment 
developed from the Annotated National Wetland Plant Species Data 
Base often was regarded as the equivalent of a Regional 
reviewer's assignment and was given the same status or weigh~ in 
Review Panel deliberations. The Regional Review Panel 
collectively considered Indicator assignments for each species 
made by each agency panel member and, with each agency having one 
vote, attempted to achieve unariimous agreement on a Regional 
Indicator assignment. The plus (+) and minus (-) designations, 
specifying respectively a higher or lower portion of a particular 
Indicator frequency, were used by some Review Panels as a means 
of achieving interagency agreement. The number of reviewers for 
each species varied considerably, and ~ach reviewer was generally 
given the same weight by a Review Panel. The number of reviewers 
commenting on individual species varied, depending on the 
distribution of the species across the region. Particular 
species ranged from 20 review comments to only a single review, 
and in some cases received no review. Species which received a 
. wide range of suggested Indicators were occasionally difficult to 
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synthesize and blend into a single Indicator status. These 
species were given an NA (no agreement) assignment if the Review 
Panel could not reach a unanimous decision. Nonreviewed species 
were assigned an NI (no indicator) assignment if the Review Panel 
had little or no information on which to base an Indicator 
status. 
The National Review Panel met in July 1985 to review the progress 
which had been made, to examine the Indicator assignments for 
consistency across regions, and to develop a procedure for the 
assignment of an Indicator to as many unassigned species as 
possible. National, regional, and State lists of plant species 
that occur in wetlands were produced in the spring of 1986, and 
were distributed widely. 
The Regional Review Panels met during the summer and fall of 1986 
to apply an Indicator assignment to as many remaining unassigned 
species as possible. The Review Panels prinCipally relied on 
additional review received from former and new reviewers, the 
habitat information recorded in the Annotated National Wetland 
Plant Species Data Base, or examination of the habitat given in 
selected regional manuals if the Species Data Base information 
was not available, to assign a regional Indicator status. An 
asterisk (*) was assigned by the Regional Review Panels to 
Indicators derived from limited ecological information. The 
asterisk reflected a tentative assignment made with less 
confidence and data than the other Indicator assignments. For 
those asterisked species, usually no review was received from 
regional ecologists. A question mark (7) following a National 
Indicator denoted a tentative Indicator assignment assigned by 
the compiler and not confirmed by Regional Interagency Review 
Panel concurrence. 
The National Review Panel reexamined the review process and 
current list in 1986 and directed the Regional Panels to complete 
the review of the regional lists. The Regional Review Panels met 
during the spring and summer of 1987 to complete the initial 
assignment of as many unassigned species remaining on the 
regional lists as possible. The Review Panels also considered 
species suggested for addition by reviewers. Additional Regional 
Indicator assignments and changes to previous assignments were 
made based on new review received from reviewers, ecological 
information from the Annotated National Wetland Plant Species 
Data Base or information from botanical manuals. 
The task of the Regional Interagency Review Panels was to 
interpret and synthesize reviewer's comments and the range of 
habitat descriptions given for each species by the various 
authors of the botanical manuals into a single wetland Indicator 
category for their region. There was an ov~rwhelming similarity 
of independent Indicator assignments made by both the reviewers 
based on their field experience, and the Regional Review Panel 
members, based on the habitat expressed in the botanical 
literature. This repeatability of Indicator assignments derived 
in a variety of ways by ecologists with a wide variety of 
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backgrounds confirmed that the Indicators were both ieproducible 
and defensible. The Regional Review Panels were able to assign, 
with the highest degree of confidence, Indicators to those 
species which had been reviewed by a number of Regional reviewers 
and also had a large literature base. The comparability of the 
Indicator designations is also demonstrated by the large number 
of species (6,114 species, 91% of the species assigned an 
Indicator) that were assigned only a single Indicator or a narrow 
range of Indicators by the independently-functioning Regional 
Review Panels. An analysis of the National Indicator range shows 
that 483 species (7%) were assigned an NI (no indicator), and 675 
species (10%) have a question mark following the Indicator. The 
question mark signifies a tentative assignment. An analysis of 
the Regional Indicators for all regions shows that an * was added 
to 729 Regional Indicators and an NA was assigned to 28 species. 
The National List of Plant Species That Occur in Wetlands: 1988 
represents our progress to date and is provided both for current 
use' and as a base for future revisions. 
COMPOSITION OF THE LISTS 
The National, regional, and State lists are reported in a variety 
of formats. All of the lists are initially arranged 
alphabetically by scientific name followed by a second list, also 
alphabetical by scientific name, of those species with 
infra-specific (subspecies, variety, or form) Indicator 
assignments. A third list, alphabetic by scientific name, 
provides a list of synonyms related to the equivalent accepted 
name shown in the alphabetical scientific name list. The State 
lists also contain a fourth compilation, fol16wing the synonymy 
report, of the species found in each State, alphabetized'by 
common name and subdivided into 8 separate lists by life form 
(trees, shrubs, 'vines, forbs, grasses, grasslikes [sedges and 
rushes], ferns and allies, and aquatics). 
Nomenclature and distribution follow the National List of 
Scientific Plant Names (1982) except as modified by State 
distribution data from an unpublished plant species geograph~c 
data base (Kartesz). ' 
Epiphytic (e.g., mistletoes and some orchids) and· nonrooted 
species (e.g., dodder) were excluded from the National List 
because their roots were respectively either never exposed to 
ground-level soil conditions or were not in existence during all 
or part of the plant's life span. The current National List 
contains only vascular plants, but a companion list of Bryophytes 
(mosses and liverworts) that occur in wetlands .is being developed 
to further define the wetland flora of the United States. The 




Listings of the members of the National and appropriate Regional 
Interagency Review Panels and the regional reviewers are included 
at the end of each list. 
Not all categories listed below are displayed in each National, 
regional, or state report. The National alphabetical scientific 
name list is reported by SCI-NAME, NAT-IND, R1IND, R2IND, R3IND, 
R4IND, RSIND, R6IND, R7IND, R8IND, R9IND, ROIND, RAIND, RCIND, 
RHIND, and REGION. The National trinomial list is reported by 
SCI-NAME, TRINOM, R1IND, R2IND, R3IND, R4IND, R5IND, R6IND, 
R7IND, R8IND, R9IND, ROIND, RAIND, RCIND, RHIND, and REGION. The 
National,regional and State synonym lists are reported by 
SYNONYMY, SCI-NAME, AUTHOR, and REGION. The regional and State 
alphabetical scientific name lists are reported by SCI-NAME, 
AUTHOR, COMMON-NAME, RIND, NAT-IND, and HABIT. The regional and 
State trinomial lists are reported by SCI-NAME, AUTHOR, TRINOM, 
RIND, NAT-IND, and HABIT. The State alphabetical common-name 
lists are reported within life forms (HABIT) by COMMON-NAME, 
R_IND, NAT-IND, SYMBOL, SCI-NAME, and HABIT. 
The information in these lists is presented in the following 
categories. A brief definition of the categories reported in the 
various lists is given below: 
SCI-NAME. (Scientific Name) 
The genus and species applied to the taxon by the National 
List of Scientific Plant Names (1982). 
SYMBOL. 
Symbol assigned in the National List of Scientific Plant 
Names (1982), consisting of the first~wo letters of the 
genus name and the first two letters of the specific 
epithet, with additional numbers added in numeric sequence 
to the four-letter symbol to break ties. Tentative plant 
symbols for species not in the National List of Scientitic 
Plant Names (1982) have been created by taking the first two 
letters of the genus and specific epithet, adding a numeric 
tie breaker, if necessary, and ending with a question mark. 
All species have a unique symbol. 
AUTHOR. 
The author of the scientific name as cited by the National 
List of Scientific Plant Names (1982). 
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SYNONYMY. 
Alternate scientific names applied to the species by major 
regional or State floras. 
TRINOM. (Trinomial) 
Varieties, subspecies, or forms which differ in Indicator 
assignment from the species. 
NAT-IND. (National Range Of Indicators)' 
The National Indicators reflect the range of estimated 
probabilities (expressed as a frequency of occurrence) of ~ 
species occurring in wetland versus nonwetland across the 
entire distribution of the species. A frequency, for 
example, of 67%-99% (Facultative Wetland) means that 67%-99% 
of sample plots containing the species randomly selected 
across the range of the species would be wetland. A 
question mark (?) following an Indicator denotes a tentative 
assignment based on the botanical literature and not 
confirmed by regional review. When two indicators are 
given, they reflect the range from the lowest to the highest 
frequency of occurrence in wetlands across the regions in 
which the species is found. A positive (+) or negative (- I 
sign was used with the Facultative Indicator categories to 
more specifically define the regional frequency of 
occurr~nce in wetlands. The positive sign indicates a 
frequency toward the higher end of the category (more 
frequently found in wetlands), and a negative sign indicates 
a frequency toward the lower end of the category (less 
frequently found in wetlands). 
INDICATOR CATEGORIES: 
Obliaate Wetland (OBL). Occur almost always (estimated 
prob~bility >99%) 0nder natural conditions in wetlands . 
. 1 
, 
Facultative Wetland (FACW). Usually occur in wetlands' 
(estimated probability 67%-99%), but occasionally found in 
nonwetlands. 
Facultative (FAC). Equally likely to occur in wetlands or 
nonwetlands (estimated probability 34%-66%). 
Facultative Upland (FACU). Usually occur in nonwetlands 
(estimated probability 67%-99%), but occasionally found in 
wetlands (estimated probability 1%-33%). 
Obligate Upland (UPL). Occur in wetlands in another region, 
but occur almost always (estimated probability >99%) under 
natural conditions in nonwetlands in the region specified. 
If a species does not occur in wetlands in any region, it is 
not on the National List. 
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RIND. (Regional Indicator) 
The estimated probability (likelihood) of a species occurring 
in wetlands versus nonwetlands in the region. Regional 
Indicators reflect the unanimous agreement of the Regional 
Interagency Review Panel. If a regional panel was not able 
to reach a unanimous decision on a species, NA (no agreement) 
was recorded in the regional indicator (R IND) field. An NI 
(no indicator) was recorded for those spe~ies for which 
insufficient information was available to determine an 
indicator status. A nonoccurrence (NO) designation indicat~s 
that the species does not occur in that region. An,asterisk 
(*) following a regional Indicator identifies tentative 
assignments based on limited information from which to 
determine the indicator status. In the listings for the 
States divided into two regions (Montana, Wyoming, and 
Colorado), both regional Indicators are reported. 
REGION. 
The distribution of the species expressed by the regional 
codes used in the National List of Scientific Plant Names 
(1982). These code numbers are displayed on the map on page 

















































HI(Hawaiian Isls.), AQ(American 
Samoa), GU(Guam), IQ(U.S. Misc. 
Pac i f i cIs 1 s. ), M Q ( Midway I s 1 s. ) , 
TQ(Trust territories of the 
Pacific Isls.), WQ(Wake Isl.), 
YQ(Ryukyu Isls. Southern) 
A popular name applied to the species. Common name selection 
generally follows Common Names for North American Plants 
(Kartesz and Thieret in press), but some common names follow 




The plant characteristics and life forms assigned to each 
species in the National List Q! Scientific Plant Names (1982) 
and by the Soil Conservation Service. Family names are 
listed alphabetically under specific life forms restricted to 
these families. 
CHARACTERISTIC CHARACTERISTIC 
SYr'lBOL OR LIFE FORM SYMBOL OR LIFE FORt-l 
A Annual G = Grass 
B = Biennial POACEAE 
C = Clubmoss GL = Grasslike 
LYCOPODIACEAE CYPERACEAE 
SELAGINELLACEAE JUNCACEAE 
E Emergent H = Partly woody 
@ = Epiphytic HS Half shrub 
F = Forb H2 = Horsetail 
/ = Floating EQUISETACEAE 
F3 Fern I Introduced 
ADIANTACEAE N = Native 
J>..SPLENIACEAE P Perennial 
BLECHNACEAE + = Parasitic 
CYATHEACEAE P3 = Pepperwort 
DAVALLIACEAE MARSILEACEAE 
DENNSTAEDTIACEAE Q = Quillwort 
DRYOPTERIDACE.l>..E IS OET ,l>..CE.l>..E 
·GLEICBENIACEAE S = Shrub 
GRAMMITIDACEAE = Saprophytic 
HYMENOPHYLLACEAE Z Submerged 
LOMARIOPSIDACEAE S = Succulent 
t-1ARATTIACE.l>..E T = Tree 
OPHIOGLOSSACEAE V = Herbaceous Vine 
OSMUNDACEAE W = Water fern 
PARKERIACEAE AZOLLACEAE 
POLYPODIACEAE SALVINIACEAE 
PSILOTACEAE WV = Woody vine 
PTERIDACEAE 'I 
SCHIZAEACEAE 
The HABIT symbols are combined to describe the life form of 
the species (e.g., ANG means annual native grass, IT means 
introduced tree). 
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DIGITAL DATA BASE AVAILABILITY. 
The National List 2i Plant Species That Occur in Wetlands is 
maintained in a data base on an IBM-compatible microcomputer. 
This data base was created to track and document the decisions 
made by~the Regional Interagency Review Panels and to facilitate 
generation of National, regional and State reports. The data 
base is organized into 26 fixed-length and 3 variable-length 
fields and contains information on plant taxonomy, geography, and 
wetland Indicator status. Regional subdivisions of the data base 
will be available from the National Wetlands Inventory by 
midsummer 1988 in ASCII format on 5 1/4 inch floppy disks. The 
Regional subdivisions will be contained on from two to seven 
floppy disks, depending on the number of species found in each 
region. An announcement of the ordering procedures will be 
distributed widely when the data base is available in digital 
form. 
A complete list of fieldnames for the data base containing LIST88 
are given below with their width and type. 

























































































A definition of fields contained in the data base but not used in 
the National, regional or State hard copy reports is given below. 
ITEM#. (Item Number) 
A number assigned to the species record. 
FNUM. (Family Number) 
The family number assigned to the species in the National List 
of Scientific Plant Names (1982). 
FNAME. (Family Name) 
A family name assigned to the species. Family names follow A 
Synonymized Checklist 2! the Vascular Flora of the United 
States, Canada, and Greenland (Kartesz and Kartesz 1980). 
DATE. 
The year/month the record was entered or revised. 
FLAG. 








The additional Indicatdrs, including drawdownassignments (DRA) 
and anticipated future subregional Indicator assignments. The 
drawdown Indicator (DRA) was applied to species (often pioneer) 
which character~stically invade the drier stages of wetlands 
(such as mud flats). 
1 2 
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REVIEW PROCEDURE. 
The procedure for adding, deleting, or changing the Indicator 
status of plant species on the National List is given below. 
We welcome improvement of the National List and encourage the 
submission of Indicator changes to misclassified, unclassified, 
or unlisted species. We also encourage any additional 
suggestions for changes to any of the data contained in the 
National List, especially improved information on distribution 
and additional synonyms, or for improvement of the format of data 
presentation. 
If certain species should be removed, added, or remain on the 
National List with a revised indicator status, gather the 
information to support your recommendation and submit it on ·the 
enclosed review sheet to: 
Porter B. Reed, Jr. 
National Wetlands Inventory 
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service 
Monroe Building - Suite 101 
9720 Executive Center Drive 
St. Petersburg, FL 33702-2440 
Proposed changes and supporting information will be presented to 
the appropriate Regional Review Panel fqr consideration. The 
National Review Panel will review all regional Indicator 
assignments for consistency and accuracy and serve as the final 
arbitrator for the Regional Review Panels. 
The National List will be updated as changes to the current list 
are made, and revised editions will be printed as needed. 
Improvement of the National List is depehdent on a strong review 
by knowledgeable botanists and ecologists from across the 




INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING THE 
REVIEW SHEET FOR PLANT SPECIES THAT OCCUR IN WETLANDS 
Reviewer: Your name 
Address: Mailing address and phone number of reviewer 
Species Symbol: The symbol given in the National List of 
Scientific Plant Names (1982) 
Scientific Name: Genus, species, and any additional infra-
specific designations as well as the author's name. 
Geographic area covered by reviewer: The area of your fieldwork 
and experience from which your review is derived. Be 




Check appropriate line. 
Complete appropriate lines. Deleted species will not 
have a recommended Indicator. Added species will not 
have a current Indi6ator. 
Review Comments: 
This is the primary section for explaining the rationale for any 
regional or subregional changes, deletions, or additions to the 
list. Information on the specific habitats, microsites, or soils 
that the species occurs in should be provided. Use the back of 
the page if additional space is needed. 
Site specific information supporting review comments: 
This section is for the description of the specific community (or 
communities) in which the species is found and which support your 
review comments. Use additional sheets for more community 
descriptions - staple all sheets for each species together. ,The 
soils and hydrology sections are optional, but it will be ve~y 
useful if you can enter this information. Provide as much 
information as possible on the composition of the plant 
communities, soils, and hydrology that contain the species of 
concern. Include, where possible, community composition, soils, 
and hydrology data on other sites, drier or wetter, that the 
species also occurs in which help support your suggested 
Indicator status. Include site-specific information with the 
locations well specified to identify the field sites where 
information has been gathered. Present quantitative data to 
support your change in a form that can be readily reviewed. If 
possible, enter the soil series and water regime as described in 






REVIEW SHEET FOR PLANT SPECIES 
THAT OCCUR IN WETLANDS 
Address 
Geographic area covered by reviewer 
Action Indicator 
Addition 
Change of Indicator Current 
Deletion Recommended 
REVIEW COMMENTS. 
Including physiographic setting and additional data sources -
cite specific reference(s), other than standard botanical texts, 
if used. 
Site-specific information supporting review comments. 
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INTERAGENCY REVIEW PANEL MEMBERS AND REGIONAL REVIEWERS 
(* - Former Panel Members) 
National Interagency Review Panel 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
* Joseph Dowhan 
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service 
Dept. of the Interior, Rm. 2553 
Washington, DC 20240 
Russell Kologiski 
Dept. of Biology 
Univ. of NC, Charlotte 
Charlotte, NC 28223 
PorterB. Reed, Jr. 
National Wetlands Inventory 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
Monroe Bldg., Suite 101 
9720 Executive Center Drive 
St. Petersburg, FL 33702 
Stephen S. Talbot 
Refuge Division 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
1011 E. Tudor Road 
Anchorage, AX 99503 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
* Richard Macomber, Chief 
Environmental Division 
Board of Engineers for 
Rivers and Harbors 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
Kingman Building 
Ft. Belvoir, VA 22060 
Charles J. Newling 
Waterways Experiment Station 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
P.O. Box 631 
Vicksburg, MS 39180 
Robert Pierce 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
CECW-OR 
20 Mass. Ave., NW 
Washington, DC 20314-1000 
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* Dana Sanders 
waterways Experiment Station 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
P.O. Box 631 
Vicksburg, MS 39180 
Fred Weinmann, Chief 
Estuarine Research Unit 
U.S. Army Corps of Engine~rs 
Seattle District 
P.O. Box C-3755 
Seattle, WA 98124 
u.s. Environmental Protection Agency 
Charles Rhodes 
U.S. Environ. Protect. Agcy. 
Environmental Impact & Marine 
Policy Branch .3ES40 
841 Chestnut Bldg. 
Philadelphia, PA 19107 
Ralph Rogers 
U.S. Environ. Protect. Agcy. 
Oregon Op~rations Office 
522 Southwest 5th Ave. 
Yeon Building 
Portland, OR 97204 
Bill Sipple 
404 Program Branch 
Office of Fed. Act., A-104 
U.S. Environmental Pro Agcy. 
401 M Street, SW 
Washington, DC 20460 
U.S. Soil Conservation Service 
* Robert S. Maclauchlan 
Nat. Plant Materials Special. 
USDA-Soil Conservation Service 
P.O. Box 2890 
Washington, D~ 20013 
* Donald Pendleton 
National Range Conservationist 
USDA-Soil Conservation Service 
P.O. Box 2890 
Washington, DC 20013 
* Thomas N. Shiflet 
Director of Ecological Sciences 
USDA-Soil Conservation Service 
P.O. Box 2890 
Washington, DC 20013 
Billy Teels, Nat'l Biologist 
USDA-Soil Conservation Service 
P.O. Box 2890 
Washington, DC· 20013 
* Carl Thomas 
National Biologist 
USDA-Soil Conservation Service 
P.O. Box 2890 
Washington, DC . 20013 
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Regional Interagency Review Panel: Intermountain (Region 8) 
(* - Former Panel Members) 
u.s. Fish and Wildlife Service 
Porter B. Reed, Jr. 
USFWS-National Wetland Inven. 
9720 Executive Center Drive 
Suite 101, Monroe Bldg. 
St. Petersburg, FL 33702 
* Dennis Peters 
Regional Wetland Coordinator 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
Lloyd 500 Bldg., Suite 1692 
Portland, OR 97232 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
Commander, U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers 
ATTN: Regulatory/Tom Coe 
650 Capital Mall 
Sacramento, CA 95814 
* Fred Weinman, Chief 
Estuarine Research Unit 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
Seattle District 
P.O. Box C-3755 
Seattle, WA 98124 
U.S Environmental Protection Agency 
David J. Cooper 
Adjunct Assistant Professor 
Environmental Sciences and 
Engineering Ecology " 
Colorado School of Mines 
1500 Illinois Ave. 
Golden, CO 80401 
Brad Miller 
Environmental Prot. Agcy. 
No.1 Denver Place, Suite 1300 
999 18th Street 
Denver, CO "80202-2413 
Mail Code 8WM-SP 
U.S. Soil Conservation Service 
Dave Chalk 
USDA-Soil Conservation Service 
Technical Service Center 
511 Northwest Broadway 
Federal Building 
Portland, OR 97209 
* Dean Marriage 
USDA-Soil Conservation Service 
Technical Service Center 
511 Northwest Broadway 
Federal Building 
Portland, OR 97209 
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Mark Peterson, Range Conserv. 
Soil Conservation Service 
4402 Federal Building 
125 South State Street 
Salt Lake City, UT 84147-0350 
Regional Reviewers: Intermountain (Region 8) 
Michael Barbour 
Botany Dept. 
University of California 
Davis, CA 95616 
Steve Dougherty 
ERO Resource"s 
602 Park Point Drive 
Officer Center 1 
Golden, CO 80401 
Shere 1 Goodrich 
Botanist/Range Conservationist 
USDA-Forest Service 
Vernal Ranger District 
Ashley National Forest 
Ashton Energy Cent. Suite 1180 
1680 W. Highway 40 
Vernal, UT 84078 
Harvey & Stanley Assoc. Inc. 
906 Elizabeth St. 
P.O. Drawer E. 
Alviso, CA 95002 
John A. Kadlec 
College of Natural Resources 
(UMC-52) 
Utah State University 
Logan, UT 84322 
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A. Wendell Miller 
10853 Mooney Flat Road 
Smartsville, CA 95977 
Arnold Tiehm 
New York Botanical Gardens 
Bronx, NY 10458 
William Vinyard 
Humboldt State University 
Biology Department 
Arcata, CA 95521 
Bill Weber 
University of Colorado Museum 
Campus Box 218 
Boulder, CO 803091 
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NATIONAL LIST OF PLANT SPECIES THAT OCCUR IN WETLANDS: 1988--NEVADA 
SCI-NAME AUrHOR l0l1HfJN-NAMl R81ND NAT-IND HABIT 
C.4RH LANUCINOSA MICHX. SEDGE.~OOlY OBl OBl PNGl 
CAR[X LfNTICULARIS MICHX. ,)[DGE SHORE OBl f AC~+. OBl PNGL 
CARH LfPORINA l. SFDGE:HARE'S-fooT fAC fAC.OBl PIGl 
CAR[X LfPTOf'OOA MACKENZ. SEDGE SHORT-SCAlf FACio! FAC. FACio! PNGl 
C ARU Lf tlNOPH I LA r.J. HERM. SEDG['APPRESSEIl OBl fACW.OBl PNGl 
CARH LftlOSA l. "EDG(MUD OBl OBl PNGL 
CARU WZULfNA OLNEY SEDGr WOOD-RUSH OBl OBl PNGL 
CARH tI[OIA R. BR. SEDGE' INTERMEDIATE FACio! fACio! PNGl 
CAR[X tlICROPT[RA MACKENZ. SEDGE:SMAll-WING FAC FAC.FACW PNGL 
CAR[X N[8RASC[NSIS DEIo!EY SEDGE NEBRASKA OBL OBL PNGl 
C ARH NU/v INA l.H. BAilEY SEDGE'SIERRA FAC~ FAC. FACW PNGl 
CARH NWROPHORA MACKENZ. S[DGE . ALP I NE -NERVE FAC~ fAC~ PNGl 
CARH NICRICANS C.A. MEYER SfDGE:BlACK ALPINE FAC~ FAC~ PNGl 
CARU NOfIVUICA RETZ. SEDGE.SCANDINAVIAN FACW FACW PNGL 
CARH NOVA l.H. BAilEY SEDGE.NEII FAG fAC.fACW PNGl 
CAREX ORtlANTHA (FERNALD) MACKENZ. S[DGE.WESTERN STAR NI OBl PNGl 
CAR[X·PACHYSTACHYA CHAM. EX STEUD. SEDGE TH I CI\ -HE AD fACU f ACU. fACIi PNGl 
CARH PARRY ANA DEWEY SEDGE·PARRY'., FACIol FAC+. f ACIol PNGl 
C ARH P.4UP[ ReU LA MICHX. SEDG(PooR OBl OBl PNEGl 
CARH PAYSONIS ClOKEY SEDGE PAYSON'S FACU fACU PNGl 
CARH PHOCARPA F.J. HERM. SEDGE'DUSKY-SEED fACU f ACU. f AC PNGl ,-
CAREX POOOCARPA C.B. CLARKE SEDGE:SHORT-STALK fAC FAC PNGL ,.-' 
CAR[X PRAfC[PTORUtI MACKENZ. SEDGE EARLY OBL fAGW+.OBl PNGl 
CAR[X PRAfCRACILIS 101. BooTl SEOGE:CLUSTERED FIELD fACW f ACW- FACW+ PNGl 
CARH PRAT/COLA RYDB. SlDGE NORIHERN MEADOW fACU* f ACU.F ACW PNGL 
CAREX PR[SLII SHUD. SEDG( PRE SL 'S FACU F .... CU PNGL 
CAREX PSEUDOSCIRPOIDEA RYDB. SEDGE ~ESTERN SINGLE-SPIKE FACU Ff>.CU PNGl 
CAREX PYR[NAICA IIAHLENB. SEDCr: PYRE N .... E AN fACI.! r .... e. f ACIol PNGL 
CAREX RAYNOLDSI I DEWEY SEDGE.RAYNOlDS' FAG* fACUJ AC PNGl 
CARU RfTRORSA SCHWEINITZ SEDG[ . RETRORSE OBL fAC.OBL PNGl 
CAREX ROSTRATA J. ST()(ES SEDGE BEAKED OBl OBl PNEGL 
CAREX SAXATI LIS L. . SEDGE )USS[1 OBl fACIoI.OBl PNGl 
CAREX SCOPULORUtI TH. HOLM SEDGE.HOlM'S ROCKY MOUNTAIN fACW FACII PNGL 
CAREX SH[lJ)()NI I MACKENZ. SEDGE. SHELDON'S OBl OBL PNGl 
CAR [X SftlUlATA MACKENZ. SEDGE.SHORT-BEAK fACWt fACW.OBL PNGL 
CAREX SU8FUSCA 104. Boon SEDGE RUSH FACU F .... CU- .fAC- PNGl 
CAR[X SU8NICRICANS STACEY SEDGE:D .... RK MOUNT .... IN fAC FAC PNGL 
CAREX V[RNACULA l.H. BAILEY SEDGE NATIVE fACI.! fAC .fACW PNGl 
CARU V[SICAR/A L. SEDGE· INflATED OBL OBL PNEGl 
CARH VIR/DUlA MICHX. SEDGE:lITTlE GREEN OBl fACW+ .OBL PNGL 
CASSIOP[ tlERTENSIANA (BONG.) G. DON BELL-HEATHER. WESTERN NI UPl FACU+ NS 
CASTILLfJA [XI LIS A. NELS. INDIAN-PAINTBRUSH.SMAll-fLOWER OBL OBl ANF 
CAST/LLfJA ~INIATA DOUGL. EX HOOK. INDIAN-PAINTBRUSH SCARLET fAG fACUJACW PNf 
CASTllLfJ.4 RHEXIFOLIA RYDB. I ND I AN-PA I NTBRlISH )HFX I A-LEAF fACU FACU. F .... C PNf 
CATA8ROSA AOUATICA (L.) BEAUV. BROOKGRASS OBl OBl PNG 
CELTIS RETICUlATA TORR. HACKBERRY.NETlEAF FAC UPL.FACW NTS 
C[NTAURIUtI CALYCOSUtI (BUCKLEY) FERNALD CENTAURY ARIZONA fACIi F ACW- J ACII+ ANF 
C[NTAURIUn EXALTATUtI (GRISEB.) II. !.lIGHT EX PIPER CENTAlIR( TAll fACIi F .... CW.OBL ANF 
C[NTAURfUff nU[HLfN8£RCff (GRISB.) 104. WIGHT EX PIPER CENTAURY.MONTfREY FAC* FAC.FACW ANf 
CENTAURIUtI NUTTALLII (S. WATS.) A. HEllER CENTAURY fACIi FACIol ANF 
C[RASTIUtI VULCATUtI L. GHIC~WEED_COMMON MOIISE-EAR FACU fACU-.FAC- Plf 
C[RATOPHY lWtl OU,/[RSUtI L. HORNI.JORT.COMMON OBL OBL PN/f 
CAREX LANUGINOSA 
CERATOPHYLLUM DEMERSUM 
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CREPIS RUNCINATA 
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(Nun.) SPRENG. 
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(RYDB.) L.C. ~ILLIAMS 
NUTT. EX BENTH. 
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(HOOK.) MUNRO 
(MICHX.) MACMll. EX B. ROB. & FERNALD 
(SIo!ARTZ) GOULD & C.A. CLARK 







(RAr.) MERR I II 












(l.) ROEM. & J.A. SCHULTES 




(H.B.K.) ROEM. & J,A, SCHULTES 
(1o!IllD,) J,A, SCHULTES 
(ROTH) ROEM, & J,A, SCHULTES 
DESV, 
(L.) ROEM. & J,A, SCHULTES 
BRITION 




H, ST. JOHN 
MICHX, 
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H. ST. JOHN 
L. 
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A. HITCHC. 
(FOURN.) A. HITCHC. 
J. T. HOWELL 








































































RelND NAT-IND HABIT 
NI NI PNZF 
FACU FACU. F AC+ PNG 
NI FAC-? PNG 
FACU FACU PNG 
FAC+ FACU.FAC+ PNG 
NI NI PNF 
FACII FACU-.FACW PNF 
FAClI FACU FAC PNF 
FAC FAClI:OBl PNF 
FACU F ACU. F ACW PNF 
FACW FACIJ.OBl PNF 
FAC+ FAC+. F ACW+ PNF 
FAC\ol+ F AC\ol- . F AC\ol+ PNF 
FAC\ol FACW PN, 
,AC\ol FAC.F AC\ol PIF 
OBl FACW.OBl PNF 
FACW FACW.OBl PN, 
OBl OBl PNF 
F AC F AC. FAC\ol+ PNF 
OBl FACW+.OBl PNF 
FAC+ F ACU.F AC\ol- PNH2 
FACW FAC+.F ACI.j PNH2 
FACI.j FAC. FACW PNH2 
FACU FACU.FAClI+ AIG 
OBl FAC.OBl ANG 
FACU FACUJAC ANG 
FACU FACU AIG 
FACW FACW.OBL PNF 
FACU FACU.F AC BNF 
FACW FAC. FACW BNF 
FACW FACW PNF 
NI FACU.F ACW ANG 
NI FAC.FACW ANG 
FACLJ LJPL. FACLJ ANF 
NI FAC\ol.OBl PNEGl 
FACW+ F ACWJ ACW+ BNF 
NI UPl.FACU ANF 
OBL FACW.OBl PNF 
FACW- UPl.FACW- PIG 
FAClI FACU-.FAC PIG 
FAC FAClI.FACW- PNG 
FACU UPl.FAC PNG 
OBL OBl PNGl 
OBl FAC\ol+.OBl PNGl 
OBl FAC.OBl ANF 
FACU UPL.F AC BPIF 
FAC+ FACU .FAC+ NS 
NI FACU NS 
FACU UPL.FAC PNF 
FAC FAC.FACW NT 
FAClI FACll.FAC- ANF 
FACll FACU.F AC PNF 
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SCI-NAME AUTHOR COMMON-NAME R81ND NAT-IND HABIT 
GALfUff ff[XICANUff H.B.K. BEDSTRA~.MEXICAN FAC FAC PNF 
GAL/UI'! TRIFlDUff L. BED:, TRA~. SMALL OBL F AC~ OBI. PNF 
GAURA PARVIFLORA DOUGL. EX LEHM. BUTTERFLY-~EED.VELVET-LEAr NI FACU? ANF 
G[NTIANA AFFINIS GRISEB. GENTIAN PRAIRIE FACU FACU PNF 
G[NT I ANA C,4LrCOSA GRISEB. GENTIAN:RAINIER PLEATED FACW FACI<J- FAC~ PNF 
GfNTIANA PRllSTRATA HAENKE GENTIAN.PYGMY OBL FACI<J.OBL ABNf 
GfNTIANfLL.4 AI'IARfLLA (L.) BOERNER GENTIAN NORTHERN FAC F AC. OBL ABNf 
G[NTIANfLLA TfNfLLA (ROTTB.) BOERNER GENTIAN:DANE'S FAC~ f AC+.r AC~ ANF 
GfNTIANOPSIS HOLOPfTALA (GRAy) ILlIS GENTIAN.SIERRA OBL OBL ANF 
GfNTI,4NDPSIS SmPLfX (GRAY) ILlIS GENTIAN.ONE-FLOI<JER OBL FACI<J.OBL flNF 
GfRANIUtI RICH,4RDSONII FISCH. & TRAUTV. CRANr'S-BILL RICHARDSON'S FACU rACU FACIJ PNF 
GfRANlUff VISCOSISSlffUff FISCH. g C,A. MEYER CRANC'S-BILL:SfICKY FACU* FACU·FAC PNr 
G[u1'! tlACROPHYLLUI'! IJILLD. AVENS.LARGC-LEAF OBL FACI<J:OBL PNF 
GLAUX I'!ARITltlA L. SEA-MILKI<JORT OBL FACI<J+.OBL PI$F 
GLfDITSIA TRIACANTHOS L. HON,Y-LOCUST FAC rACU.FAC NTS 
GLYCfRIA BORfALIS (NASH) BATCH. CRASS.SMALL FLOATING MANNA OBL OBL PNEG 
GLYCfRIA £LATA (NASH EX RYDB.) M.E. JONES GRASS. TALL MANNA OBL FACW+.OBL PNG 
GLYC£RIA ffAXlffA (HARTM,) O.R. HOLMBERG MEADOI<JGRASS.REED OBL OBl PIC 
GLYC£RIA (leCID[NTALIS (PIPER) J.C. NELS. CRASS,NORTHIJESTERN MANNA OBL OBL PNEG 
GLYC[RIA STRIATA (LAM.) A. HITCHC. GRASS.FOI<JL MANNA OBL OBL PNEG 
GLYCYRRHIZA LfPIDOTA PURSH LICORICE.AMERICAN FAC- UPL,FAC+ PNF 
GNAPHAL/Utl CHI LfNSf SPRENG. CUDI<JEED.COTTON-BATTING FAC FAC- .FAC+ ABIF 
GNAPHALlUff LLIT[OALBUff L. CUDI,Jr[D .I<JEEDY FACI<J FAC,FACI<J AIF 
GNAPHALlUff P,4WSTRf ' NUTT. CUDIJEED,I<JESTERN MARSH FAOI FAC+.OBL ANF 
GNAPHALlUff WRIGHT/! GRAY CUDI<JEED,I<JRIGHT'S FACt! UPL,FACU ABPNF 
GRAT/OLA NfGLfCTA TORR. HEDGEHYSSOP,CLAMMY OBL OBL ANEr 
GRIND[LlA CAI'IPORUff GREENE GUMI<JEED,GREAT VALLEY NI FACU PNF 
GRIND[LIA FRAXINOPRAT[NSIS REVEAL & BEATLEY GUMIJEEO.ASH MEAOOI<JS FACI<J+ FACI<J+ BPNF 
GRINOfLlA NANA NUTT. GUM~EED, IDAHO fACU FACU,fACt!+ PNF 
GRIND[LIA SQUARRVSA (PURSH) DUNAL GUMIJEED,CURLY-CUP FACU UPL .FACU ABPNF 
HACK£LIA FLORI8UNDA (LEH",) I. JOHNST. STICKSEED,OAVIS MOUNTAIN FACU fACU- .FAC BPNF 
HAPLOPAPPUS ACRAD[NIUS (GREENE) BLAKE COLO[N-I<JEED,PALE-LEAF NI NI NS 
HAPLOPAPPUS HIRTUS GRAY GOLDEN-I<JEED,STICKY NI UPL,fACU PNF 
HAPLOPAPPUS LANCfOLATUS (HOOK.) TORR. & GRAY GOLDEN-~EED,LANCE-LEAF FAC FACU,FAC PNF 
HAPLOPAPPUS RAC[ffOSUS (Nun.) TORR. GOLDEN-WEED,CLUSTER rAC F ACU,F AC+ PNF 
HAPLOPAPPUS UNIFLORUS (HOOK.) TORR. & GRAY GOLDEN-I<JEED,PLANTAIN FAC fAC,fACI<J- PNF 
H£ U ANTHUS ANNUUS L. SUNFLOWER.COMMON FACU FACU.FAC ANF 
H£lIANTHUS CILIARIS DC. SUNFLOI<JER,BLUE-I<JEED NI' fAC PNF 
H[ LI ANTHUS NUTTALLII TORR. & GRAY SUNFlOI<JER,NUTTALL'S FACI<J FAC,fACI<J PNf 
H£LlOTROPlUff CURASSAVICUff L. HELIOTROPE,SEASIDE OBL FACloI,OBL API$F 
HfNllOWIA PUNG[NS (HOOK, & ARN.) TORR. & GRAY TARWEED,COMMON FAC UPL.fACW+ ANF 
H£RACLfUff LANATUN "ICHX. COI<J-PARSNIP FAC FACU-.OBL PNF 
H£SP£ROCHIRON CALIFORNICUS (BENTH.) S, ~ATS. HESPERCHIRON.CALIFORNIA fAC+ FACU,FACW PNF 
H£SP[ROCHIRVN PUI1I LUS (GRISEB.) T. PORTER HESPEROCHIRON,DWARf FACI<J FAC,F ACW PNF 
HfT£ROCODON RARIFLORUI1 NUTT, PEARL-FLOWER,I<JESTERN FAC FAC.FACW ANF 
HI£ROCHLO£ ODORATA (L.) BEAUV. GRASS,HOLY fACI<J FACU,F ACI<J+ PNG 
HIPPURIS VULGARIS L. MARE'S-TAIL,COMMON OBL OBL PNZF , 
HarFffANS[GGIA GLAUCA (ORTEGA) EIFERT RUSHPEA,WAXY. FACU- FACU- .FAC PNF 
HOLCUS LANATUS L. GRASS,COMMON VELVET NI FACU- ,FACW PNG 
HORD[Uff ARllONICUff COVAS BARLEY,ARIZONA NI FAC ANC 
HORD[Uff 8RACHYANTH£RUff NEVSK II BARLEY,MEADOI<J FAC~- FAC,F ACI<J PNG 
HORDWI'! CAUFORNICUff COVAS & STEBB. BARLEY,CALIFORNIA NI FACU PNG 
GALIUM MEXICANUM 
HORDEUM CALIFORNICUM 


















. CHAM, & SCHlECH1, 
H,B,K, 
IRIS ffISSOURI[NSIS 
ISOU[S BOLAND[RI . 
IVA AC[ROSA 








JUNCUS CAST AN[US 
JUNCUS CONFUSUS 
JUNCUS CooP[RI 













JUNCUS PARR)' I 
JUNCUS RECELf I 
JUNCUS SAX ",ONT ANUS 
JUNCUS TfNUIS 
JUNCUS TORR£YI 




























































BARLEY ,FOX- TA I l 
BARLEY 
BARlE Y ,l I TTlE 
prNNY-WORT,WORlED 




































































































FACU r AC 










F ACU.r ACIJ 


















































































































U U Uti /(£LI£Y ANUff 















WN NUS PRUNOPH I LUS 
WlULA tlULT/FLORA 
































(J. PRESl) A. HITCHC. & CHASE 
(GRAY) B, ROB. 
(S. WATS,) B. ROB. 
COULT. & ROSE 
COUlT. & ROSE 
J.G. LEMMON 
KELLOGG 
SESSE & MOCINO 
L. 
(l.) PENNELL 
(SWARTZ) NUTl. EX ELLIOTT 
(L.) R. BR. 
(l.) SALI SB. EX RE I CIIENB. 
L. 
L. (S. WATS.) COULT. & ROSE 






(EHRH. EX HOFFM.) LEJ, 
(EHRH.) DESv. 
(L.) DC. 
MUHL. EX W. BARTON 
GREENE 
TORR. & GRAY 
L. 
(GRAY) B,l. TURNER & D. HORNE 




HOOK. & CREV. 




















































FERN HAIRY IoIATER 
PINEAPPLE-WEED 
MAYWEED.SCENTLESS 

































































































































































NATIONAL LIST OF PLANT SPECIES THAT OCCUR IN WETI,.ANDS: 1988--NEVADA 
SCI-NAME AUTHOR COMMON-NAME R81ND NAT-IND HABIT 
I'I[ LI LOTUS ALB,4 MEDIC. S~EETCLOVER. ~H I TE FACU FACU-.FACU+ ABIF 
l'I[lILOTUS INDICA (L.) ALL. S~EETCLOVER. INDIAN FACU F ACU-. F AC AIF I1[ULOTUS OFF/C/N,4L1S LAM. S~[[TCLOV[R. Y[LLO~ FACU F ACU- . F ACU+ ABIF 
I1[NTHA ARV[NSIS L. MINT,rIELD FAC~ FAC.FACIoI PNf 
I1[NTHA SP/CATA l. SPEARMINT FACIoI FACIl.OBL PIF 
I'I[NTHA X PIP[RITA l. PEPPERMINT OBL FACIl.OBL PIEr 
I1[NYANTH[S TRIFOLl,4TA L. BUCKBEAN OBL OBL PNEf 
I'I[RTENSIA CILIATA (E. JAMES EX TORR.) G. DON BLUEBELLS.STREAMSIDE OBL FACIl.OBL PNF 
I'I[RTENS I A FRANC I SC.4NA A. HELLER BLUEBELLS.FRANCISCAN OBL FACIl.OBL PNF 
1'1111[TANTH[ PllOSA (BENTH.) GREENE MONKO-FLOIlER. FALSE. OBl FACIl.OBL ANF 
I1II1ULUS CAROINALIS DOUGL. EX BENTH. MONKEY-FLOIlER.SCARLET OBL FACIl OBL PNF 
I1II1ULUS F LOR IBUNOUS L1NDL. MONKEY-FLOWER.FLORIFEROUS OBL FAC~+.OBL ANF 
I1II1ULUS ClABRATUS H.B.K. MONKEY-FLOIlER.ROUND-LEAF OBL OBL PNEF 
I1II1ULUS CUTTATU5 DC. MONKEY-FLOIlER.COMMON LARGE OBL OBL ANF 
I1II1ULUS lEWIS I! PURSH MONKEY-FLOIlER.LEIlIS' OBL FACIl.OBL PNF 
I1II1ULUS PARISHII GREENE MONKEY-FLOIlER.PARISH'S NI FACU ANF 
I1II1ULUS PRII1ULOIO£S BENTH. MONKEY-FLOIlER.PRIMROSE OBL F ACIoI+ .OBL PNF 
I1II1ULUS RUB[LLUS GRAY HONKEY-FLOIlER.CILIOLATE-TOOTHED FAC+ FAC.FACIoI ANF 
I1II1ULUS SUIiSOORFlI GRAY MONKEY-FLOIlER.SUKSDORF'S FAC F AC-. F ACIoI ANF 
I1II1ULUS TI LlNCI! REGEL MONKEY-FLOIlER SUBALPINE OBL OBL PNF 
I1IRABILIS NYCTAGIN[A (MICHX.) MACMIL. FOIJR-O'CLOCK.HEART-LEAF NI UPL.FACU PNF 
I1IT£LLA BR[W[RI GRAY BISHOP'S-CAP.FEATHERY NI FACIl+ PNF 
I1IT£LlA P[NTANORfl HOOK. BISHOP'S-CAP.FIVE-POINT FACW FACW.OBL PNF 
110[HRINCIA lAT[RIFLORA (L.) FENZL SAND~ORT.GROVE FAC UPL.FAC PNF 
110NOlEPIS SPATHULATA GRAY POVERTY-WEED PROSTRATE NI NI ANF 
110NTIA CHAIIISSOI (LEOEB. EX SPRENG.) GREENE MINER'S-LETTUCE.CHAMISSO'S OBL OBL PNEf 
110NTIA FONTANA L. MINER'S-LETTUCE.FOUNTAIN NI OBL ANEF 
110NT I A HALLII (GRAy) GREENE MINER'S-LETTUCE.HALL'S OBL OBL AN/F 
110NTIA PARVIFOLIA (MOCINO EX DC.) GREENE MINER'S-LETTUCE.LITTLE-LEAF FAC FAC.FACW PN$F 
I1UHlENB[RCIA MOINA (NUTT.) A. HITCHC. MUHLY .FOXTA IL FACIoI FAC.F ACIoI PNG 
I1UHlENB[RCIA ASPERIFOllA (NEES & MEYEN EX TRIN.) PARODI MUHL Y . ALK ALI FACIl+ F ACW.FACIoI+ PNG 
I1UHLfNB[RCIA (ILIFORI1IS (THURB. EX S. IlATS.) RYDB. MUHLY.PULLUP FACIl+ FACIoI.OBL ANG 
I1UHlENB[RCI A CLOI1[RATA (1oIILLD.) TRIN. MUHLY.MARSH FACW FACW.FACW+ PNG 
I1UHlENB[RCIA 11£XICANA (L.) TRIN. MIJHLY.MEXICAN FAC FAC.FACIoI PNG 
I'IUHl£NB[RCIA I1INUTISSII1A (STEUD.) SIoiALLEN MIJHL Y .LEAST FAC FACU- .FAC ANG 
I1UHl£NB[RC I A RAc[110SA (MICHX.) B.S.P. I1UHL Y .GRE[ N FACU FACU,r ACW PNG 
I1UHlENB[RCIA RICHARDSONIS (TRIN.) RYDB. MUHL Y. MAT FACU· f ACU.F ACIoi PNG 
I1UHL£NB[RCIA SQUARRVSA (TRIN.) RYDB. MUHLY.MIIT FACU- FACU-. F ACU PNG 
I1UHL£NB[RCIA UTILIS (TORR.) A. HITCHC. GRASS.APAREJO fACW fACW.OBL PNG 
I1YOSOTIS DISCOLOR PERS. rORGET-ME-NOT.YELLO~ AND BLUE NI UPL.FIICW PNF 
I1YOSOTIS lAXA LEHM. FORGET-ME-NOT.BAV NI OBL PNF 
I1YOSOTIS SCORPIOIO[S L. FORGET-ME-NOT. TRUE OBL FAC.OBL PIF 
I1YOSURUS ARISTATUS BENTH. EX HOOK. MOUSE-TAIL.SEDGE OBL OBL ANf 
I1YOSURUS CUPULATUS S. IlATS. HOUSE-TAIL.ARIZONA FAe F AC.F ACW ANf 
I1YOSURUS I1INII1US L. MOUSE-TAIL.TINY OBL F ACW-. OBL ANF 
NAJAS CUAOALUP[NSIS (SPRENG.) MORONG NAIAD.SOUTHERN OBL OBL ANzr 
NAJAS /fARINA L. NAIAD SPINY OBL OBL ANZF 
NASTURTIUI'IOFrtCIN4lE R. BR. IN IoI.T. AlT. WATER~CRESS.TRUE OBL OBL PIZEr 
NAVARRfTlA I1INII'IA Nun. NAVARRETIA.LEAST FAC FAC.FAC~ ANF 
NAVARR[TIA PRVPINOUA SUKSD. NAVARRETIA GREAT BASIN FAC FAC ANf 
N[110PHI LA P[DUNCIlLAT.4 DOUGL. EX BENT~. 8ABY-BLU[-EYES.MEADO~ NI FAC.FAC+ ANF 
N[PfTA CATARIA L. CATNIP FACU FACU-.FACIoI- PIF 
MELILOTUS ALBA 
NEPETA CATARIA 
NATIONAL LIST OF PLANT SPECIES THAT OCCUR IN WETLANDS: 1988--NEVADA 
SCI-NAME 
N I COT!.4N.4 BI G[ LOV 1/ 
N I COT!.4N.4 G L.4UC A 










































PHLOX K£lSfY I 
PHRACIIIT[S AUSTRALIS 
PIfl'LA INCISA 
PHY LA lANC[OLAT A 







(TORR.) S. ~ATS. 
R. GRAH. 
DUNAL 
NllNZ & ROOS 
(MOO.) S. WATS. 
(L.) SIBTH. & J.E. SMITH 
SOLAND. IN AlT. 
H.B.K. 














MUHL. EX ~ILlD. 
L. 
K.D. KOENIG 
CHAM. EX SPRENG. 
L. 
DC. 





DOUGl. EX R. GRAH. 
A. NELS. 
(Hoo\. & ARN.) NATHI AS 
(COULT. & ROSE) A. NELS. & J.r. MACBR 
J.T. HO~ELL 
GRAY 












PARRY EX ENGELM. 
COMMON-NAN[ 
TOBACCO INDIAN 























































r AC~ r ACIJ OBL 




FACW FAC+ FACW 
OBL r ACW . OBL 
FAC FACU'FACW 
FACU UPL rACU 
F AC F ACU- . F AC 
FACU rACU-.FACU 
FACU UPL.FACll 
F ACU F ACU .r ACW 
FACU- FACU-.fACU 
f ACU r ACU F AC 
FAC~ fACJAC~ 
FACW fAC rACW 
r AC F AC ' F ACW 
N I F AC~ 
FACU FACU-.fACW-
N I F AC - . r ACW 
OBL rACW,OBL 
OBl F ACW , OBL 









rACU rACU rAC~ 
FAC fAC.r ACW 




























































































































DOUGL, EX LOUDON 
DOUGl. EX D, DON 
DOUGL, EX p, & C, lAWSON 
(SPRENG,) RYDB, 
(GREENE) I, JOHNST, 
(GRAY) I, JOHNST, 
(GRAy) GRAY (T, BRANDEG,) I, JOHNST, 
(HOOK, & ARN,) I, JOHNST, 
(GREENE) I, JOHNST, 




l. (PURSH) LINDL, EX BECK 
(L.) LlNDL, 
(S, WATS,) SCHLECHT, 
TORR, & GRAY 
(L.) DC, 
( SWARTZ) DC, 



















STEUD, EX KUNZE 
PURSH 
































































R81ND NAT-IND HABIT 
F ACU-" F ACU- .f AC NT 
FACU FACU NT 
F ACU-" UPL, F ACU NT 
FACU UPL,FAC PNF 
OBL FACW,OBL ANF 
FACIJ FACIJ PNF 
NI FAC ANF 
FACW FACW NF 
OBL FACW,OBL ANF 
FACIJ F ACI-J, OBL ANF 
FAC- FAC-,FAC ANF 
FAC-I- FACU,F ACW PNF 
FACU UPL, F AC ANF 
FACU UPL.f AC ABPIF 
FAC F ACU,FACW PIF 
FACI-J FACW,r ACW-I- PNF 
FACW FACW,rACW-I- PNF 
FACIJ FACW PNF 
FACU- rACU-,FACU ANF 
NI FACW-:FACW APIF 
OBL FACI-l-l-,OBL AIEF 
FACI-l FACW- ,FACI-l NS 
FACU" FACU, F AC PNG 
FAC FACU,FACI-l- AIG 
FACU FACU, FACIJ PNG 
FACU FAClJ-,FAC PIG 
FACI-l FAC, FACI-l PNG 
FAC FACU,FAC PNG " 
NI FACU PNG l . 
FACI-l FAC,OBL PNG 
FACU FACU- ,rACU PNG 
FACU FACU- ,FACI-l PNG 
FACIJ FACU,FACIJ-I- PNG 
FAC-I- FACU,FAC-I- PNG 
FACU F ACU,F AC- PNG 
. FACI-l FAC, F ACIJ PIG 
FACU- FACU-,FACW PNG 
OBL FACI-l,OBL PNG 
FACU UPL, FACU ANF 
FACU FACU, F AC PNF 
OBl FACIJ ,OBl PIF 
OBl OBl PNE/F 
FAC FAC,OBl AIF 
FAC" FAC,OBl PNF 
OBl FACI-l-l-,OBL ANF 
FACU FACU-,FAC AIVF 
OBl FACW,OBl AIEF 
OBL OBL PNEF 
F ACU FACU,r AC ANF 
OBL FAC,OBL ANF 
OBl FACIJ-,OBl ANEF 
FACW FAC,OBl AIF 
NATIONAL LIST OF PLANT SPECIES THAT OCCUR IN WETLANDS: 1988--NEVADA 
SCI.,NAME 
POLYCONUf'f PHlIOLACClFOLlUf'f 
POLY CONUf'f R.4!lDS I SS I Ifl/If 















POT AI10C£TDN CRAI1I N[US 
POTAlfOCrrDN I LLlND[NSIS 
POTAI10CrrON LAT/fOLIUS 
POT AI10C£TON NAT ANS 
POTAI10C[TON NOOOSUS 
POTAI10C£TON P[CTINATUS 
POT AI10CrrON PUS I LLUS 
POTAI10C[TON RICHARDSONII 
POT[IfTILLA ANS[RINA 
POT[NT I LLA ARCUT A 
POTEIfTILLA BIENNIS 
POTENTILLA DIV[RSlfOLIA 
POTEIfT I LLA DRUf'ff'fONDIl 
POTENTILLA fRUTICOSA 
POTfNTI LLA CLANDULOSA 
POTENTILLA CRACILIS 































































(NUll.) S. WATS. & COULT. 
(I..) PARLAT. 
(A. HITCHC.) MUNZ 
(TORR.) BICkN. 
(VASEY) SCRIBN. 
(J.A. SCHULTES) A. HITCHC. 


















































GRASS WEEPING ALKALI 
GRASS:SPIKE MANNA 
GRASS. SALTMARSH ALKALI 


























































































































































































































































(HOOK.) BESSEY EX BRITTON 
(L.) BESSER 















NUTT. EX S. I./ATS. 
I./EINM. 









aUTleR-CUP. SEAS IDE 




BUTTER-CUP. SMALL YELLOI./ WATER 
BUTTfR-CUP.GRACEFUL 
BUTlER-CUP .UTAH 








































































































































































































































































BARRATT EX HOOK. 

















































III llOW BEB8 
WILLOW'BooTH'S 
~ ILL m( DRUMMOND 
WILlOIol MOUNTAIN 
1./1 lLOIol' SANDBAR 
III LLOIol' GEYER 

























TWINEVINE COMMON CLIMBING 
SAX I FRAGE' SIERRA 
SAX I F RAGE' BROOK 
SAXIFRAGE:NODDING 
SAXIFRAGE TUFTED 
SAX I rRAG( PIGMY 








R81ND NAT-IND HABIT 
OBl OBl PNZF 
FACio! FAC.OBl rNF 
OBl OBl PNEF 
OBl OBl AI E$F 
OBl OBl AN$F 
FACW FACio! NT 
FACio! F AC .OBl NS 
FACio! FAC+ FACW IT 
FACWt F AC. FACio!" NS 
OBl' OBl NS 
FAClo!t FAC~ OBl NS 
OBl FAO(OBl NS 
OBl FACIo!.OBl NS 
OBl F AClo!t .OBl NS 
FAC- FAC . FACio! NS 
FACio! FAC~.OBl NT 
NI OBl NS 
OBl FAC~.OBl NST 
rACW FAOI NS 
OBl FACW+.OBl NS 
NI F AC~. F AC~" NT 
OBl FAC~+ .OBl NS 
FACWt F ACW. F ACW+ NS 
FACW FACio! NS 
OBl FACIo!.OBl NS 
FACio! F ACU. F AC~ NS 
FAC" FACU.FAC NST 
OBl FACIo!+.OBl NS 
FACU F ACU- .F ACU+ AIF 
FACU FACU-.FACU I 
FACU FACU.F AC NST 
FACU- FACU- .FAC~ NS 
FACU FACU.F AC NST 
FACU FACU. ,ACU+ NS 
NI FAC~.OBl PNF 
OBl OBl PN, 
,ACU- UPl FAC PNF 
FACU- UPl:FACU PIF 
FACU· FACU FACU+ NS 
FAC FACU:FAC PNVH 
FACio! F AC.FACIo! PNF 
FACIo!+ UPl.FAC~+ PNF 
FACII UPl.F ACIo! PNF 
FACU FACU.FAC PNF 
FACII FACIo!- .FACII PNF 
FACII" FACII PNF 
FACII FAC~ PNF 
NI FACio! PNF 
OBL FACII+ .OBL PNF 
F AC~- FAC-.FACII- PNF 
FACU F ACU- . FACU+ PNG 
OBl OBl PNGL 
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SCI-NAME AUTHOR COMMON-NAMl R81ND NAT-IND HABIT 
SCIRPUS ACUTUS MUHl. EX B I GEl. 81 11IWSH. HARD-STEM OBl OBl PNEGL SCIRPUS An[RICANUS PERS. BUlRUSH.OlNEY'S OBl OBl PNEGL SC I RPUS CONCDON II BRITTON IlUlHIJSII.CONGDON'S NI F ACI,J.OBl PNGL SCIRPUS II.4RITlIIUS L. BULRUSH. SALTMARSH NI OBl PNEGL SCIRPUS IIIC~ARPUS J. & K. PRESL BULRUSH.SMALl-FRUIT OBl OBl PNGL SCIRPUS N[VAD[NSIS S. IJATS. BUlRUSil.NEVAD~ OBl OBl PNEGl SCIRPUS PUNC[NS VAHL flULRUSIi. TlJREE -SQUARE OBL FACIJ+,OBl PNEGl 
SCIRPUS VAL/DUS VAHL £lULRUSH,SOFT-STEt1 OBL OBL PNEGl 
SCUT[ LLARI A CAlERICULATA l. 'i~ULlCAP.HOODED OBL F ACIJ+ ,OBl PNF 
S[LACIN[LLA S[LACINOID[S (L.) LINK SPIKE-MOSS.CLUB OBl FACU,OBL PNC 
S[N[CIO AIIPlECT[NS GRAY GROUNDSEL,SHO~Y ALPINE FAC~ FAC~ PNF 
S[N[CIO CR,4SSULUS GRAY GROUNDSEL ,THICK-lEAF FACU F ACU,OBL PNF 
S[N[CIO [R[IIOPHI LUS RICHARDS. GROUNDSEL,DESERT FACU UPL,OBL PNF 
S[N[CIO HYDROPHIWS NUTT. GROUNDSEL .\-IATER OBL OBL BPNF 
S[N£CIO INT£C£RRIIIUS NUTT. GROUNDSEL,LAMBSTONCUE FAC FAC,FACJ.I- BPNF 
S£N£CIO PAUCIFLORUS PURSH GROUNDSEl,FE~-fLOWER NI FACU,FACIJ PNf 
S[N[CIO PS[UDAUR[US RYDB, GROUNDSEL ,GOLDEN fACW f ACU, f ACIJ PNf 
S[N£CIO S[RRA HOOK. GROUNDSEL,BUTTERWEED FACU F ACU, FAC PNF 
S[N[CIO SPHA£ROC£PHALUS GREENE GROUNDSEL. BALL -IIEAD FACU- FACU-, F ACW PNF 
S£N£CIO, STR£PTANTHIFOLIUS GREENE GROUNDSEL ,CLEFT-LEAF FACU FACU,FAC PNF 
S£N£CIO TRIANCULARIS HOOK. GROUNDSEL,ARRO~-LEAF OBl FACIJ,OBL PNF 
S£N£CIO WERN£RIIFOLIUS (GRAY) GRAY GROUNDSEL,ROCK FACU UPL,FACU PNF 
S£SLN lUll V£RRUCOSUII RAF. SEA-PURSLANE ,VERRUCOSE FACI/+ FACW-JACIJ+ APN$F 
S£TARIA C£NICULATA (LAM.) BEAUV. GRASS,KNOTROOT BRISTLE NI FAC PNG 
SITARIA CLAUCA (L.) BEAUV. GRASS,YELLOIJ BRISTLE FACU FACU,FAC AIG 
S£TARIA V£RTICILLATA (L,) BEAUV. GRASS,BUR BRISTLE FACU FACU, F AC AIG 
SH£PH£RDIA CANAD£NSIS (L.) NUTT. BUFFALO-BERRY,CANADA NI NI PNS 
SIDALC£A CANDIDA GRAY CHlCKER-MALlOJ.l,JJHITE FACI/+ FAC,FACIJ+ PNF 
SIDALC£A N£OffUICANA GRAY CHECKER-MALLOW,NEJ.I MEXICO FACJ.I fACJ.I PNFH 
SID,4LCEA ORECANA (NUTT. EX TORR. & GRAy) GRAY CHECKER-MALLOW,OREGON FACU FACU,OBL PNF 
SllENE II[NIIESII HOOK. CAMPION,MENZIES' FAC UPL,FAC PNF 
SISYIIBRIUII ALTISSIIIUII L. MUSTARD,TALl TUMBLE FACU- UPl,FAC ABIF 
SISYRINCHIUII D£IIISSUII GREENE BLUE-EYE-GRASS,STIFF OBL OBL PNF 
SISYRIMCHIUII DOUCLASII A, DIETR .. BLUE-EYE-GRASS,PURPLE FACU FACU PNF 
SISYRINCHIUII HALOPHILUII GREENE BLUE-[YE-GRASS,NEVADA FACW FACW PNF 
SISYRINCHIUII IDAHO£NS£ BICKN. BLUE-EYE-GRASS, IDAHO OBL FACIJ,OBL PNF 
SIUII SUAVE LlALTER WATER-PARSNIP. HEMLOCK OBL OBL PNEr 
S"ILACINA RAC£"OSA (L.)DESF. FALSE-SOlOMON'S-SEAL,FEATHER FAC- FACU-,FAC PNF 
SlflLACINA STELLATA (L.) DEsr, FALSE-SOLOMON'S-SEAL,STARRY fAC FACU,FACW PNF 
SOLANU" DULCA¥ARA L. NIGHTSHADE ,CLIMBING FAC FACU,FAC+ PIF 
SOLANU" NICRUII L. NIGHTSHADE,BLACK FACU+ fACU-,FACU+ Alf 
SOLIDAGO CANADENSIS L. GOLDEN-ROD,CANADA FACU F ACU. F ACU+ PNF 
SOLIDAGO CONFINIS GRAY GOLDEN-ROD,SOUTHERN NI FAC PNF 
SOLIDAGO ELONCATA NUn, GOLDEN-ROD,CREEK FACU FACU,FAC- PNF 
SOLIDAGO CICANT[A . All. GOLDEN-ROD,GIANT FACLI f AC, FACLI PNF 
SOLIDAGO IIULTIRADIATA AIT, GOLDEN-ROD,MOUNTAIN FACU FACU PNFH 
SOLIDAGO SPATHULATA DC. GOLDEN-ROD ,COAST fACU- f ACU- ,F ACU PNF 
SOLIDAGO SPECTABILIS (D,C. EAT,) GRAY GOLDEN-ROD,NEVADA fACLI FACJ.I PNF 
SONCHUS ARV£NSIS L. SOLITH I STlE.F I ELD FACU UPL, FAC PI F 
SONCHUS ASPER (L,) J. HIL~- SOWTHISTlE,PRICKLY FACU FACU,FACLI AIF 
SORBUS SCOPULINA GREENE MOUNTAIN-ASH,GREENE'S NI FACU? NST 
SORCHUII BICOLOR (L.) MOENCH BROOM-CORN FACU UPL,F AC AIG 
SCIRPUS ACUTUS 
SORGHUM BICOLOR 
























































ENCELM. EX GRAY 
fRIN. 
(L.) GRISEB. 
(L.) J. & K. PRESl 










:Nun. EX BENTH. 
(LEDEB.) BONG. 
EHRH. 
CHAM. & SCHLECHT. 
L. 
RICHARDS. 
MUHL. EX loll LLD. 
GOLDIE (L.) VILLARS 
TURCZ. EX KAREL. & KIR. 
(PURSH) S. IoIATS. 
S. IoIATS. 
(RAF.) J.F. MACBR. 
S. IoIATS. 













TURCZ. EX FISCH. & C.A. MEYER 
GREENE EX PAYSON 
(Nun.) ENOl. 















FALSE -SAGEilRUSH, C I NQUEFO I L 
SIoIAINSONPEA ALKALI 
WEDGlGRASS PRAIRIE 
11111 TEHEADS' SIoIAMP 
LAD I ES' -TRESSES. HOODED 
OUCK~[[D GREATER 
SACATON AlKAL I 
IlRoPSEED SAND 








STARW)HT . LONG-lE AF 
STARWORT lONG-STAU, 





























































































































































































NATIONAL LIST OF PLANT SPECIES THAT OCCUR IN WETLANDS: 1988--NEVADA 
SC I-NAME AUTHOR COMMON· NAME R81ND NAT-IND HABIT 
TRtrOLlUff FR,4GIFfRUI1 L. CLOVlH.STRAWBERRY FACII- F ACU, F ACII- PIF 
TRIFOLlUI1 HYBRIDUI1 L, CLOVER ALSI~E FAC- FACU- ,FAC PIF 
TRIFOLlUtf A/NGII S, IIATS, CLOVER) I NG' S FACII FAC- ,FACII PNF 
TRIFOL/Utf LONG/P[S Nun, CLOVER ,LONG-STALK FACU FACU FACW PNF 
TRIFOLlUtf tfACROCfPHALUff (PURSH) POIR, CLOVER,LARGE-HEAD FACU FACU: ,FACU PNF 
TRIFOLIUff ffICRtlC[PHALUI1 PURSH CLOVER,SMALL-HEAD FAC ' FACU.r ACW ANF 
TR/FOLlUtf tfONANTHUtf GRAY CLOVER,CARPET F AC FAC,F AC~ PNF 
TRIFOLIUff PRAT[NS[ L. CLOVER,RED FACU FACU-.r AC BPIF 
TR/FOUUtf R[P[NS L. CLOVER,IJHITE FACU F ACU-.r AC rlF 
TRIFOLIUI1 VARI[GATUI1 NUTT, CLOVER,~HITE-TIP FACIJ- FAC,FAC~- ANF 
TRIFOLlUI1 JlORI1SA IOLlJII LEHM, CLOVER ,COWS OBl FAC,OBl PNF 
TRICLOCHIN CONCINNUtf J,B, DAVY ~RROW-GRASS UTAH OBl OBL PNF 
TRICLOCHIN ffARITlffUI1 L, ARROIJ-GRASS:SEASIDE OBL OBL PNF 
TRICLOCHIN PALUSTR[ L, ARROW-GRASS,MARSH OBL OBL PNF 
TRIS[TUI1 C[RNUUtf TRIN, TRISETUM NODDING FACU FACU FAC+ PNG 
TRIS[TUI1 SPICATUff (L.) RICHTER FALSE-OATS,SPIKED FACU- UPL ,f ACII- PNG 
TRISrrUI1 JlOLFII VASEY FALSE-OATS,~OLF'S FACII- FACU- ,FACW PNG 
TRIT[LfIA HrACINTHINA (li NDL ,) GREE NE BRODIAEA~HYACINTH FAC~ F ACU, F ACII PNF 
TSUCA I1[RT[NSIANA (BONG,) CARRIERE HEMLOCK,MOUNTAIN FACU' FACU,FAC NT 
TY~A ANCUSTIFOLIA L. CATTAIL,NARRO~-lEAF OBl OBL PNEF 
TYPHA OOtfING[NSIS PERS, CATTAll,SOUTHERN OBl OBL PNEF 
TYPHA LAT/FOLIA L. CATTAIL,BROAD-LEAF OBl OBL PNEF 
UFrT ICA DIOICA L, NETTLE,STINGING FAC FACU FAC~ PIF 
UTRICULARIA INT[Rff[DIA HAYNE BLADDERIJORT,FLAT-lEAF OBL OBI. ANZF 
UTRICULARIA I1ACRVRHllA LECONTE BLADDERWORT ,COMMON OBl OBL PN/F 
UTHICUIARIA I1INOR L, BLADDERWORT,lESSER OBL OBl PNZF 
VACCINIUff C[SPITOSUtf I'IICHX, BLUEBERRY , DWARF FAC FACU, F AC~ NS 
VACCINlUtf tfYRT/ LLUS L. ~HORTLE-BERRY NI NI NS 
VACCINIUI1 OCCID[NTALf GRAY HUCKLEBERRY,~ESTERN FACIJ FAC+,FAC~ NS 
V ACC IN IUtf U LI G I NOSUtf L, BLUEBERRY,BOG NI F ACU+ ,F ACW+ IS 
VALfRIANA [DULlS Nun, EX TORR. & GRAY VAlERIAN,EDIBLE FACW- F AC,OBl PNF 
VALfRIANA OCCID[NTALIS A, HELLER VALERIAN,~ESTERN F AC- FAC-,FAC~ PNF 
VALUSNERIA Atf[RIC,4NA I'IICHX, ~ I LD-CELERY NI OBL PIZF 
V[RATRUff CAUFORNICUtf LM, DURAND FALSE-HELLEBORE,CAlIFORNIA FAC~ FAC~,OBL PNF 
V[RB£NA BRACT£ATA LAG, & RODRIG, VERVAIN,PROSTRATE FACU UPL,FAC~ APNF 
V[RB[SINA [NC[LIOIOES (CAV,) BENTH, & HOOK, EX GRAY CROWNBEARD,GOLDEN FACU FACU- FAC ANF 
V£RVNICA AtfERICANA SCH~EINITZ EX BENTH, SPEEDWELL,AMERICAN OBl OBL PNE$F 
,V[RVNICA ANAGALLIS-AOUATICA L SPEED~ELL,~ATER OBL OBL BPNEF 
V£RVNICA ARVENSIS L, SPEEDWELL, CORN NI FACU? AIF 
V[fibNICA B[CCABUNCA L. SPEEDWElL,EUROPEAN NI OBL PIF 
V£RVNICA CATENATA PENNELL SPEED~ELL,PINK WATER OBL OBL PNEF 
V£NVWICA P[RECRINA l. SPEEDWELl,PURSLANE FACW+ FACU-,OBL ANEF 
V[RVNICA SCUTELLATA L, SPEEDWEll,MARSH OBl OBL PIF 
V£RVNICA SERPrLLIFOLIA l. SPEEDIJEll,THYME-LEAF FACII FAC,OBL PIF 
V[RVNICA JlORtfSA'JOLlJII ROEM, & J,A, SCHULTES SPEEDWELL,AMERICAN ALPINE FACU FACU, FACW PNF 
VICIA AtfERICANA MUHL. EX WI lLD, VETCH AMERICAN PURPLE NI FAC? PNFV 
VICIA SAT/VA L. VETCH:COMMON FACU UPL,F AC~ AIFV 
VIOLA AOUNCA J,E. SMITH VIOLET,HOOKED-SPUR FAC F ACU, F AC PNF 
VIOLA BLANDA ~ILLD, VIOLET,S~EET WHITE NI FACW- ,FAC~ PNF 
VIOLA I1ACLOSK£YI lLOYD VIOLET,SMALL WHITE FAC~+ FACW+,OBL PNF 
VIOLA NEPHRVPHYLLA GREENE VIOLET,NORTHERN BOG FAC~ rACW,rAC~+ PNr 
VIOLA PALLfNS (BANKS) BRAINERD VIOLET,NORTHERN WHITE FACW+ UPL,OBL NF 
TRIFOLIUM FRAGIFERUM 
VIOLA PALLENS 
NATIONAL LIST OF 
SCI-NAME 
VIOLA PALUSTRIS 


















(L.) C.G. GMEL. 
ENGElM. 
J.E. SMITH 
(Nun. ) Nun. 
Nun. 
L. 
L. (HOOK. & ARN.) K -POL. I NE D .
L. 
S. WATS. 
(GRA V) FERNALD 
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WETLANDS: 1988--NEVADA 
COMMON-NAME R81ND NAT-IND HAB IT . 
VIOLET.MARSH OBL FACI.!. OBL PNF 
GRAPE. CANWN FACU- F ACU-. FAC N~VS 
FESCUE.RAT-TAIL FAC~- UPl.FAC~ AIG 
JACKASS-CLOVER.COMMON FACU- FACU-.FACI.J ANF 
CHAINFERN GIANT FACIJ F ACI( FACIJ" PNF3 
MULEEARS.NORTHERN FACU FACIJ FAC- PNF 
MULEEARS.WHITE-HEAD FACLJ F ACU: FAC~ PNF 
COCKLE-BUR.SPINY FACU F ACU. FAC" ANF 
COCKLE-BUR.ROUGH FAC F AC-,F AC .. ANF 
HEDGE-PARSlEY.CALIFORNIA FAClJ UPL. FACU" ANF 
POND~EED.HORNED OBl OBL PNZF 
DEATHCAMAS.MEADOW FAC* FAC PNF 
AlEXANOERS.HEART-LEAF FAC F ACU,FACII- PNF 
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NATIONAL LIST OF PLANT SPECIES THAT OCCUR IN WETLANDS: 1988--NEVADA,SYNONYMY 
SYNONYMY SCI-NAME AUfllC,H 
ABIES ARIZONICA ABI[S LASIOCARPA (HOOK.) NIITT. 
ACNIDA TAMARISCINA A!I.4RANTHUS RUOIS SAUER 
AeON !TUM HANSEN I I ACONITUII COLUI1BIANUII NUTT. 
ACONITUM INFECTUM AeON I TUII CO LUI1BI ANUII Nun. 
ACUAN ILLINOENSE O[SIIANTHUS I(LINOENSIS (MICHX.) MACMIL. EX B. ROB. & FERNALD 
ACUAN ILLINOENSIS O[SIIANTHUS I (LINO[NSIS (MICHX.) MACMIL. EX B. ROB. & FFRNAI.D 
ADIANTUM MODESTUM AOI ANTUft CAPILLUS-V[N[RI S L. 
AGOSERIS GRACILENS AGOS[RIS AURANTIACA (HOOK.) GREE Nl 
AGOSERIS GRAMINIFOLIA AGOS[RIS AURANTIACA (HOOK.) GREENf 
AGOSERIS ROSTRATA ACOSERIS AURANTIACA (HOOK.) GREENE 
AGROPYRON INERME AGRVPY~JN SPICATUII (PURSH) SCRIBN. & J.G. SMITH 
AGROPYRON LANCEOLATUM AGRVprRi.W OAsrST AeHlUII (HOOK.) SCR IBN. 
AGROPYRON RIPARIUM AGRi.JprRON OASYSTACIlYUI'I (HOOK.) SCR IBN. 
AGROPYRON SUBSECUNDUM ACRi.JnRON TRACIIYC.4UWII (LINK) MALTE EX H.F. LEWIS 
AGROPYRON SUBVILLOSUM ACRVnIDN 0.4SYST AeIlYUI'I (HOOK.) Sr,RIBN. 
AGROSTIS AMPLA AGIDST/S EXARATA TRIN. 
AGROSTIS ASPERIFOLIA ACRi.JST/S EXARATA TRIN. 
AGROSTIS FILICUMIS ACRi.JST/S CLAVATA rRIN. 
AGROSTIS FILICUMIS ACRi.JST/ S I 0,4HOENS I S NASH 
AGROSTIS GrCANTEA ACROST/S ALBA L. 
AGROSTIS HUMILIS POO,4CIDST I S IIUIII LIS (VASEY) BJOERKM. 
AGROSTrS KAUAIENSIS ACROSTIS S£I'IIV£RTICILLATA (IORSK.) C. CHR. 
AGROSTIS LITTORALIS PDLYPOGON INT£RRUPTUS H.B,K. 
AGROSTIS PALUSTRIS .4GRi.JST/S STOLONIF[R.4 L. 
AGROSTIS VERTICILLATA AGRVST/S SEI'IIV[RTICI LL.4TA (FORS".) C. CHR. 
ALI SMA GEYER I ALlSI'IA CRA!lIN£UI'I I;MIL, 
ALISMA PLANTAGO-AQUATICA VAR. PARVIFLORUM ALiSIIA PLANT AGO-AQU.4T ICA I.. 
ALiSMA TRIVIAL[ ALlSI1A PLANTACO-AQU.4T/CA L. 
ALL IONIA NYCTAGINEA II/RABILIS NYCTAC/NEA (MICHX,) MACHII.. 
ALLI UM PALMER I ALLIUII BISCEPTRUII S. WATS. 
ALLI UM ROTUNDUM ALL/Utf SCHOENOPRASUI'I I.. 
ALLOCARYA SCOPULORUM PLACIOBDTHRYS SCOUL[RI (HOOK. ARN.) I. JOHNS f . 
ALNUS INCANA SSP. TENUIFOLIA ALNUS TENUIFOL/A NUTT. 
ALOPECURUS ARISTULATUS ALOP[CURUS AEQUALIS SOBOL. 
ALOPECURUS PALLESCENS ALOPECURUS C[NICULATUS L. 
ALOPECURUS RAMOSUS ALOPECURUS C.4RDUNI.4NUS WALTER 
ALSINE ALPESTRIS ST£ LL.4RI A CALYCANTIIA (LEOEB.) BONG. 
ALSINE BAICALENSIS STE LLAR I A UIIBE LLAT,4 TURCZ. EX KAREL. & KIR. 
ALSINE BOREALIS ST£LLARIA CALYCANTHA (LEOEB.) BONG. 
ALSINE CALYCANTHA STELLARIA CALYCANTIIA (LEOEB.) BONG. 
ALSINE CRASSlfOLIA ST£LLARIA CRASSIFOLIA EHRH. 
ALSINE CRISPA ST£LLARIA CRISPA CHAM. & SCHLHH1. 
ALSINE GRAMINEA ST£LLARIA CRAI'IIN£A L. 
ALSINE LAETA ST[ LLAR I A L.4£T A RICHARDS. 
ALSINE LONGIFOLIA ST£LLARIA LONCIFOLIA MUHL. EX !.IILLD. 
ALSINE LONGIPES STELLARIA LONCIPES GOLDIE 
ALSINE MEDIA STELLARIA I'IEOIA (L.) VILLARS 
ALSINE OXYPHYLLA ST£UARIA CAU"CANTHA (LEDEB,) RONG. 
ALSINE SUBVESTITA ST£LLARIA LONGIP£S GOLDIE 
AMARANTHUS GRAECIZANS A!lARANTHUS BLiTOIOES S, !.IATS, 
AMARANTHUS TAMARISCINUS '. _A!l.4RANTHUS RUo/S SAUER 























































NATIONAL LIST OF PLANT SPECIES THAT OCCUR IN WETLANDS: 1988--NEVADA,SYNONYMY 
SYNONYMY 
AMBROSIA GLANDULOSA 
AMBROSIA RUGELI I 














ARABIS BOURGOVI I 
ARABIS CONSANGUINEA 
ARABIS DREPANOLOBA 













ASTER ANDERSON I I 
ASTER BRACTEOLATUS 
ASTER CHILENSIS SSP. ADSCENDENS 
ASTER EX IllS 









ATRIPLEX DAVIDSONI I 
ATRIPLEX HASTATA 







~BROS I A PSI LOST ACHYA 








ANOROSACl SlPT[NTRIONALI S 
C[NT I AN[ LLA ~AR[ LL,4 
















If I NU,4RTI A UBTUS I LOBA 
~/NUARTIA RUB[LLA 


































(L,) BOERNER (PERS,) T,A, SPRAGUE EX BRITTON & p, WILSON 
(PERS.) T,A, SPRAGUE EX BRITTON & p, WILSON 











HORNEM, (L,) SPRENG. 
(L,) FENZL (RYDB,) HOUSl ().jAHt.fNB,) HIERN 
Nun, 
DECNE. (TORR, & GRAY) GRAY 
(GRAY) T, HOWFLL 
NEES 
MICHX, 




















































































CAL THA HOLIELL I I 
CAPNOREA PUMILA 
CAPRIOLA DACTYL ON 
CARDAMINE LEIBERGI I 
CAROAMINE UINTAHENSIS 
CARDUUS LANCEOLATUS 
CAREX ABLA T A 
CAREX ABRVEGICA SSP. IN,ERALPINA 
CAR EX ANGUSTI OR 
CAREX ATROSTACHYA 
CAR EX BASILATA 
CAREX CEPHALANTHA 
CAREX OEM I SSA 
CAREX GYMNOCLAOA 
CARE X HALlA I IENSIS 
CAREX HEPBURN I I 
CAREX MACLOVIANA SSP. PACHYSTACHYA 
CAREX MAGELLANICA 
CARE X MAGELLANICA SSP. MACELLANICA 











CASTILLEJA LEONARDI I 
CASTILLEJA OREGONENSIS 
CAUCALIS MICROCARPA 
CELTIS BREVI PES 














CAPSULA BURSA-P.4STORI S 
CALAI'IACRVSTIS CANAO[NSIS 













































BLAKE (NUTT.) TORR. & GRAY 
L. (LINDL.) GREEN[ 
L. 
L. 
(L.) MEilIC. (MICHX.) BEAUV. 




(GRISEB.) T. PORTER 
(L.) PERS. 
S. LlATS. 






















(HOOK. & ARN.) MATHIAS 
SOLAND. IN AlT. 
DOlJGl. E X HOO~. 
RYDB. 









7 B 9 A 
1:3:4:5,7.8.9.0 
1,3.4,5,6,8.9 
1,7 .B. 9.0 
1,3.7.B,9.0,A 





I, 3.4,B, 9.A 
134 5 7 8 9 0 A 
7:B:9:0:A' , . , 
7,8,9.0,A 
7 B 9 0 
1:2:3:5,6,7.B,9.0.C,H 
B,9,O,A 
7 B 9 
1:2:3,4,5,6,7,8,9,O,A.H 








1,2, 3,B, 9,O,A,H 
8,9,A 
8,9.0,A 
1.3 .B, 9,A 
1 3 8 9 A 
I:B:9:A' 
1,3.4,5,7,B,9,O 






































































C[NT AUR /U/1 C.4LYCOSU/1 
C[NTAUR/LI/1 [XALTATU/1 
C[NT AURIU/1 CAU'COSU/1 
C[NT AURIU/1 /1U[HI£N8[RCII 
C[RASTIU/1 VULCATUf1 
C[RAST /U/1 VULCATUf1 
C[RASTIU/1 ARV[NS[ 















































(GRISEB.) W. ~IGHT EX PIPER 
(BUCKLEY) FERNALD 










(MOO. \ NUTT. EX S. WATS. 
L. (M.E. JONES) PETRAK (SAV I) TENORE 
(Nun.) SPRENG. 
(L.) SCOP. 
(S. WATS.) O'NEILL (GRAY) PARRY EX S. WATS. 
PURSH 
PURSH 









(L.) R. BR. 
(RYDB.) L.C. WILLIAMS 




H.B.K. (PERS.) T.A. SPRAGUE EX BRITTON & P. WILSON 
(L.) PERS. 





(SCIIREB.) SCflREB. EX MIIHL. 
































































DODECATHEON CUSICKI I 
DODECATHEON CYLINDROCARPUM 










ELEOCHARIS MACOUNI I 
ELEOCHARIS NODULOSA 







ELODEA PLANCHONI I 
ELYMUS BRACHYSTACHYS 
ELYMUS ELYMOIDES 

























































[PI LOBlUff CLAVATUff 
. [PI LOBlUff OR[CON[NS£ 








[PI LOBIUff HALL[ ANUff 
[PI WBIUI1 SArtI10NT,4NUff 
[PI LOBlUff S,4WIONT ANUIf 
[PILOBIUI1 L[PTOPHYLLUIf 
. [P I LOB IUI1 II PT OfHY LLUI1 
[PI LOB lUff SAX I 110NT ANUff 
- [PI LOB IUI1 SA '< I ff{WT,4NUff 

















(ROTH) ROEM. & J.A. SCHULTES 
(1oIILLD.) J.~. SCHULTES 
BRITTON 
C loll LLD.) ,J. A. SCHULTES 
(lI.B.I\.) ROEM, & ,I.A, SCHULTES 
(ROTH) ROEM. & J.A. SCHULTES 
BRITTON 







(NUTT.) J.G. SMITH 
(L.) BEAUV. 
(PURSH) SCRIBN. & J,G. SMITH 
BUCKLEY 


















































































EPILOBIUM WATSON I I 
EQUISETUM AFFINE 
EQUISETUM CALDERI 












EULOPHUS PARISHI I 
EUPHORBIA SUPINA 
FESTUCA ELATIOR 
FESTUCA FALLA X 
FESTUCA OCTOFLORA 
FESTUCA SHORTII 
FLOERKEA OCCIDENTALIS '. 
FOENICULUM FOENICULUH 
FRAGARIA CANADENSIS 














GENTIANA BIGELOVI I 
GENTIANA HOLOPETALA 
GENTIANA SIMPLEX 





[PI L081UI1 H.4Ll£.4N1I11 
[PI L081U11 SAX I tllWT IINUtI 
[PI /D81UtI SAX I tlMT MUtl 
[PI L081Utl HORN[tlANNII 
[PI W81U11 S,4.\ 1110NT,4NUtl 
[PI L081 UI1 S.4X 1110NT ANUti 
[PIL08IUIf HALl£ANUtI 




[OU I SfTUtI L.4[V I GATlIff 


























































.I.T. HOWELL (S. WATS.) B. ROB. 
(BUCKLEY) FERNALD 
GRAY 
(COULT. & ROSE) A. NELS. & J.r. MACBR 
l.. 
HUDS. 



















(GRAY) ILlIS (ROTTB,) BOERNER 




























































GILIA NUTTALL I I 




























HORDEUM BORE ALE 
HORDEUM GENICULATUM 
HORDEUM GUSSONIANUM 
HYPERICUM FORMOSUM SSP, NORTONIAE 



















ALLOrHrLLUtI CI LlOI O[S 
LlNANTHUS NIfTTALU/ 







TR/sau" /JOLT /I 











H[SP[ROCHIRON PUtll LUS 
H[T[ROTH[CA SUB,4r1 LL.4RIS 
H[UCH[RA RUB[SC[NS 


























L[ I1N4 til N I tI,4 
IIIJIHlIJ, 
(R. BR.) SERINGE 
(BENTH.) A.D. GRANT & v, CRANr 
(GRAY) GREENE EX MILLIKEN 
(A, H ITCHC .) MUNZ 
(HARTM,) O.R, HOLMBERG 
( I. AM .) A. H I TCHC . 
(J, PRESL) MIINZ 
(HARTM.) O. R. HOLMBERG 




(PURSH) L I NDL. EX BECK 
(L,) L I NDL, 
(5. ~ATS,) SCHLECHT. 
(L.) LlNDL. 
(PILLER & MITTERP,) SCHRAD, 
(L,) LAM. 
L. 
(fjOOf(, & ARN.) TORR, & f;RAY 
MICHX. 
(BENTH.) S. ~ATS, 
(GRISEB,) T. PORTER 





















(HOOK,) A, HELLER 
(LEHM.) I. JOHNST. 
KELLOGG (HOOK, & ARN.) TORR, 
HUM[l. EX PHILIPPI NOMEN SUPERFL, NONCHEV, 
PHILIPPI 
L. 






























































LEPTODACTYLON NUTTALL I I 
LEWISIA MINIMA 
LEWISIA NEVADENSIS 




















MELI CA BELLA 
MELICA INFLATA 














MUHLENBERGIA IDAHOENSIS . 














IEIJIS I A PYC~.4E A 
LflJlSIA PYC~.4[,4 
LINANTHUS NUTTALL! I 
PHY LA L.4NCEOLATA 
PHUA NOD I F LOR,4 
LOBELIA CARDIN,4L1S 









































(L,) SCHLE ID. 
(WALLR.) G, BEC~ 
(WALLR.) G. BECK 
rollAY 
SCHRAD. 
(GRAY) GREENE EX MILLIKEN (GRAy) B. ROB, 
(GRAn B, ROB. 








(EHRH. EX HorFM.) LEJ, (EHRH, EX HorFM.) LEJ, (IlUPR,) BOCQ, 
(l.) LINK 
GREENE 
hUHL. EX 101. BARTON 
UENTH .. 
H()()', & GREV, 




GEYER EX T. PORTER 8 COULTER 








BENTH. (GRAy) GREENE 
(MOCINO EX DC.) GREEN[ 
DONN EX WILLD, 
S. I.JATS. 
L. (NUTT. J A, HITCHC, 
(TliURB, EX S. WATS,) RYDB, 
(BENTH.) A. HITCHC. 


















































































OENOTHERA HOOKER I 
OENOTHERA RYDBERG I I 
OENOTHERA SUBACAULIS 
OPULASTER MONOGYNUS 
ORE OBROM MIN I MA 
OREOBROMA NEVADENSIS 
OREOBROMA PYGMAEA 
ORTH I LA SECUNDA 
ORYZOPSIS CONTRACTA 
OXALI S ALB I CANS 
OXALI S PI LOSA 
OXALI S REPENS 
OXYBAPHUS NYCTAGINEUS 
OXYTEN I A ACEROSA 
OXYTROPIS FOLIOLOSA 






































O£NOTHERA £L.4T A 

















PANICUN CAPI LUR£ 
OICHANTH£UUff ACUff/NATUN 


















(NUn,) A, HITrHC, 

























(TORR, & GRAY) RAVEN 





(TORR.) COUI T. 
(GRAy) U. ROB, 
(GRAy) B. ROB. (GRAy) A, ROB, 
L. (ROEM, g J,A. SCHULTES) RICKER EX PIPER 
L, 
L, 
l. (MICHX.) MACMIL, 
(NUTT,) R,C, JACKS, 
(PALLAS) DC, 
GRAY (HARTM,) O,R, HOLMBERG 
L, 
L, 
(SWARTZ) GOULD & C,A, CLARK 
(SWARTZ) GOULD & C,A, CLAR~ 
(SWARTZ) GOULD & C,A, CLARK 
(SWARTZ) GOULD & C,A, CLARK 
(SWARTZ) GOULD & C.A, CLARK 
(SWARTZ) GOULD & C,A, CLARK 
(SWARTZ) GOUI.D & C, A, CLARK 
(SWARTZ) GOULD & C,A, CLARK 
(SWARTZ) GOULD & C,A, CLARK 
Nun, 
MUHL. [X WILLD, 
L. 
K,D, KOENIG 






































































PHLOX GRAC IllS 
PHRAGMITES COMMUNIS 
PHRAGMITES PHRAGMITES 
PHYLA NODI FLORA VAR. INCISA 
PHYSALIS LANCEIFOLIA 
PHYSALIS PENDULA 
PLAGIOBOTHRYS CUSICKI I 
PLAGIOBOTHRYS SCOPULORUM 
PLANTAGO HALOPHILA 


















POA WHEELER I 
POlANISIA GRAVEOLENS 
POLANISIA TRACHYSPERMA 























PH Lf Uti A LP I NUtI 








PLANT ACO tlAJOR 
PLANTA6~ PATACONICA 
PLANTACO [RIOroDA 





















POLYCONUtf AI1PHIBlUtf f'OLYCONUtf P[RS I CARl A 
POLYCONUtf OOUCLASII 
roLYCONUtf RAI10S I SS I tlUtI 

















(CAV.) TRIN. EX STEUD. 
(CAV.) TRIN. EX STEUD. 
SMALL 
L. 
l. (HOOK. g ARN.) I. JOHNST. 




WRR. & GRAY 
(L.) DC. 
L. 
R. BR. (STEUD.) VASEY 
MERRILL 
(STEUD.) VASEY 
R. BR. (STEUD.) VASEY (STEUD.) VASEY 
seRIBN. 
VASEY 
rRIN. (STEUD.) VASEY 
VASEY 














































































POLYGONUM MUHLENBERG I I 
POLYGONUM NATANS 
POLYGONUM ONEILLI I 















































POll CONUI1 PfNsr LV.4N I (u11 
POLYCONUI1 PfRSICARIA 



















POT AtlOCUON PUS I LLLlS 
POTAl'fOGFTON ILLlNO[NSIS 
POT Al'fOGFTON fI LlFORI'IIS 















PS I LDC ARPHUS BRfV I SS II1US 
PTfRIDIUI1 AOUILINun 


















































(KNERR) A. HITCHC. 
NUTT 
(L.) KilliN 
(J.A. SCHULTES) A. III TCHC. 




(HOOl\.) TORR. & GRAY 



























































RANUNCULUS AQUATILIS VAR. CAPILLACEUS 
RANUNCULUS BLOOMER I 
RANUNCULUS BONGARD I I 
RANUNCULUS BORE ANUS 
RANUNCULUS CIRCINATUS 




























SALI X CAUDATA 
S~LIX CORDI FOLIA 
SALI X I OAHOENS I S 
SALIX LONGIFOLIA 




SALI X PARKS I ANA 
SALIX PHYLICIFOLIA 
SALIX SUBCOERULEA 
















RANUNCULUS .~OU.4T1 LIS 
RANUNCULUS FLAB[LlARIS 

















RU/fEX /fAR I TI flUS 
RU/fEX SALICIFOLIUS 
RU/fEX /f£XICANUS 
RUPPI A flAR/TiflA 
SAGINA SAGIMOIOES 
SAGITTARIA CUNEATA 
SALICORN/ A EUROPA[ A 
SALICORN/ A EliROPA[.4 


































R. BR. IN W.T. AlT. 


























































































NATIONAL LIST OF PLANT SPECIES THAT OCCUR IN WETLANDS: 1988--NEVADA,SYNONYMY 
SYNONYMY SCI-NAME AUTIIOR 
SAMODIA EBRACTEATA SA/'fOLUS [8R.4CT[ATUS II.B.I\. 
SAMOLUS VALERANDI SSP. PARVIFLORUS SAI10LUS PAhVIFLORUS RAF. 
SAVASTANA NASHII HI[ROCHLO[ ODORATA (L.) BEAUV 
SAVASTANA ODORATA HI[hVCHLO[ OOORATA (L.) B[AlIV. 
SAXIFRAGA CAESPITOSA SAXIFRACA C[SPITOSA L. 
SAXIFRAGA FRAGOSA SAXIFR.4C.4 JNT£CRIFOLl.4 HOOK . 
SCHIZACHYRIUM LITTORALE SCH IZ ACHY R lUff SCOPAR lUff (M I CflX. ) NASH 
SCHOENOPLECTUS LACUSTRIS SSP. VALIDUS SCIRPUS VAl/OUS VAllI. 
SCIRPUS CRINIGER [RJOPHORUff CRINIG[RUff (GRAY) A.A. BEETLE 
SCIRPUS LACUSTRIS SSP, VALIDUS SCIRPUS V,WOUS VAHI 
SCIRPUS OCCIDENTALIS SC I RPUS ACUTUS MUHL, r X B I GFL. 
SCIRPUS OLNEYI SCIRPUS A/1[RICANUS PERS. 
SCIRPUS PACIFICUS SCIRPUS nARITlffUS L. 
SCIRPUS PALUDOSUS SC I RPUS ff.4R I T I ffUS L. 
SCIRPUS RUBROTINCTUS SCIRPUS tflChVCARPUS J. & ~. PRESL 
SCIRPUS STEIMETZI I SCIRPUS VAUOUS VAHL 
SCIRPUS TABERNAEMONTANI I SCIRPUS VAUlJUS VAHL 
SCUTELLARIA EPILOBI IFOLIA SCUT£LLARIA CAL[RICULATA L. 
SENECIO MOLINARIUS S[N[CIO JJ[RN£RIIFOLIUS (GRAy) GRAY 
SENECIO MUIRII S[N[CIO JJ[RN[RIIFOLIUS (GRAy) GRAY 
SERAPIAS GIGANTEA [PJPACTIS CIC.W[A DOlJG!.. EX HOOK. 
SETAR I A CARNE I S[TARIA V[RTICILLATA (L.) BEAUV. 
SETARIA GRACILIS SUARI,4 CLAUCA (L .) BEAlIV, 
SETARIA LUTESCENS SUARIA GLAUCA (l..) BEAUV. 
SETARIA PUMILA SUARIA GLAUCA (L.) BEAUV. 
SETARIA PURPURASCENS SUARIA CLAUCA (L.) BEAUV. 
S I DA HEOERACEA tfAlV[LLA L[PRVSA (ORTEGA) KRAPOV. 
SIDA LEPROSA nALV£LLA L[PRVSA (OnTEGII) KRAPOV. 
SIDALCEA EXIMIA SIO.4LC[A OR[C,4NA (NUTT. EX TORR. & GRAY) CRAY 
SILENE ATTENUALA SI L[N[ URAL[NSIS (RUPR,) BOCQ, 
SISYRINCHIUM INFLATUM SISI'RINCHlUff lXJUCLASl1 A, DIETR. 
SISYRINCHIUM LONGIPEDUNCULATUM SISYRINCHIUf'f O[tfISSUff GREENE 
SISYRINCHIUM MACOUNI I SISYRINCHIUf'f IOAHO£NS[ BICKN. 
SISYRINCHIUM OCCIDENTALE SlsrRINCHlUn IOAHO[NS[ BICKN, 
SITANION CILIATUM SIT ANION HYSTRIX (NUTT.) J.G. SMITH 
SITANION CINEREUM SITANION HrSTRIX (NUTT,) J,C, SMITH 
SITANION ELYMOIDES SITANION HYSTRIX ( NUn,) J. G. SM I TH 
SITANION GLABRUM SITANION HYSTRIX (NUTT,) J,G. SMITH 
SITANION INSULARE SITANION HrSTRIX (NUTT,) J.G. SMITH 
SITANION LONGIFOLIUM SITANION IIYSTRIX (NUlT.) J, G. SM I TH 
SITANION MOLLE SITANION HYSTRIX (NUTT.) J,G, SMITH 
SITANION RIGIDUM SITANION HYSTRIX (NUTT.) J,G. SMITH 
SITANION STRIGOSUM SITANION HYSTRIX (NUTT.) J.G. SMITH 
SMILACINA AMPLEXICAULIS SfflLACINA RAC[f'fOSA (L,) DESF, 
SMILACINA SESSILIFOLIA Sf'f I LAC I N,4 ST[ UAT A (L.) OESF, 
SOLIDAGO JEJUNIFOLIA SOLIDAGO SP[CTABILIS (D,C. EAT,) GRAY 
SOLIDAGO OCCIDENTAL IS [UTH.4!lIA IXCID£NTALIS Nun. 
SONCHUS ULIGINOSUS SONCHUS ARV£NSIS. l. 
SORGHUM CERNUUM SORCHUff 81COLOR (l.) MOENCH 
SORGHUM SACCHARATUM SORCHUf'f 81COLOR (l.) MOENCH 
SORGHUM SUDANENSE . -- _ SORCHUff 81COLOR (l.) MOENCH 
SORGHUM VULGARE SORCHUff 81COLOR (L.) MOENCH 
REGION 
25678 
















































1,2,.3,4,6,7,8,0 ,C ,H 
1,2,3,4,6,7,8,O,C,H 
1,2,3,4,6,7,8,O,C,H 

















STELLARIA LONGIPES VAR, LAETA 
STELLARIA suaVESTITA 




SUAEDA MOQU I N I I 
SUAEDA MOOU I N I I 














TILLAEA DRUMMOND I I 
TILLAESTRUM AOUATICUM 






TR I fOL I UM fENDLER I 
TRIFOLIUM MELANTHUM 
















SP/RANTH[S RQf1,4NZOFfI ANA 






































. TR/FOUU/1 LONG/PES 
TRIFOUU/1 REP[NS 
TR/FOL /UN IJOR/1SA/OLD// 




[NGELM, EX GRAY 
[NGELM EX GRAY 
NUTT . (L.) GRISEB. 
(HICHX.) SCRIBN. 
(MICHX,) SCRIRN: (HICHX.) SCRIIlN, 
CHAM, 
(NEES 8 MEYfN EX TRIN.) PARODI 
t. 
L. 
GOLDIE (LEDEB.) BONG. 
GOLD I E 
RICHARDS. 
GOLDIE (ROEM. & J,A, SCHULTES) RICKER EX PIPER (PURSH) S, WATS, 
S. IJATS. (PURSH) S, WATS. 
S, IJATS, NOMEN SUPERfL. 
S, WATS, (RAF,) J,r, MACBR. 
(PALLAS) DC. 
GRAY (SCIIAEB,) ~CHIlHL EX MUHL. 
(L.) KARST. 
LOUREIRO 
(GRAY) A, HELLER (TORR, & GRAY) RAVEN 
(PURSH) RAVEN (NUn,) COVILLE 
L. 
GRAY 
(NUll. EX PUR sin NIITT, rx RICHARDS, 
(L.) SCHO[NL. (L,) SCHOENL, 
(L.) SCIIOENL. (L,) SCHOENL, 
(L.) GRISEB, (L,) J, & K, PRESL 
IL.) BEAUV, 
(A. HITCHC,) NUN! 






























































B 9 0 A 
1:2:3:4,7,8,9,D,A 






URT I CA GRAC I LIS 
URTICA HOLOSERICEA 
URTI CA L YALLI I 
URTICA PROCERA 



















VICIA PRODUCT A 
VIGNERA RACEMOSA 
VILLARSIA PUMILA 
ViOLA EPIPSILA SSP. REPENS 
V lTI S TRELEASE I 
VULPIA MEGALURA 
























Sill LACINA RACftlOSA 
























































(GRISEB.) T. PORTER 
(BANKS) BRAINERD 




.J.E. SMI TH 
l. 





























































COTlON~IJOOD rBI MONT'S 
COTTON-IJOOD: NAPoIWIJ-L [fir 
DESERT-IlILLOIl 
ELDER BLIIE 


















REDBUD. EAST[ RN 
SALTCEDAR 





TR[[ -or -H( AV[ N 





IIlllOII.II[[P I NG 
YEII.PAClr IC 
IHII ND 
















































III'L .1 ALII 
I At I ACII 
IAL~ 
I" Al I ACII 
r Atll 1M.' 
I Aell: rAUl. 
I At. r Ar.1I 
I At I flell 
I Acll •. I Atll-
I ACII- I At 
I ACII-'I AUI 
I Al r ACII 
IIf'L . r ACII 
I ACII r AC 
r Aell . r AC 
I" ACII" 
IJI'L r A( 
IIPL'rACII 
I ACII. r AC 
r ACII rAe 
r AC· '1 A(II 
IIP[ .r flC 
I AUI r AC 
IIPL r ACII 
rAc.· r AC\!-
r AGIl? 
r flCII- r ACIoI-
rACII-'rAC 
lJPL r ACII 
r ACII 
r ACII r ACII 
IIPL. f ACII 
IIPL r flCli 
r AC' r AOJ 
IACI'- rAC 
r AC..r Ar.1I 
r ACII 
r Al r Aell 
r AC' 
r Aell 




r ACII' I ALII. 
r AC' . r flUI 
r ACIf~ r A(;I! 
·,'(tHjlll 
A((;ll 
AL l[ 2 
A Lilli 2 













































AI .1(' I A {;Il[ I;{; II 
ALNIIS ([Nllifl'LlA 
..1LNIIS fllltIflFI(('1 iii 
(/.'AI/NIIS 1'[ !.lI7IN.·l 
",WIIIIIS T,,'UIIiLA 
FUIlIA (',WI fll([fI.4 
b'[TIII.~ 1'1',:,[1[11'7.·1/1,'.' 
!I<Ifi' 11'[ CIIN(l," 
''''',lNNIIS F[IIIL1(,'LI.4 
I'!.'IINII.\· ·1·lf'CINI,'I"'.'1 
1', "'II illS ,,,'nl, INT /I 
(,,'(,lIlIIS .~NCIIS1Ih'LtA 
CIII L,"'SI.I' I '11'[ Ar.'IS 
SAI'IFIIC/IS Cl ,,'II L[.4 
SAI'I8(1C/IS !![\ /C.4NA 
,161[.1' I'I.4('NlrI(A 
,16 /[ S L,4S II'(A[;r.4 
au IS [;[TI(IIL,4T.4 
T S/I(. A /'I[ fill 11'.1' 1.411'.4 
(;L[ DI T S 1.4 T [;1 ACANTHI'S 
1'.4/.'A INS, IN I A .401 L[ .4T A 
[;, ,[.' I II' 1.4 (,Sl (1[" '.4t.4C I A 
A([ N (: L.46f1I1N 
(,[;,'SI'!'IS JIILlr Ll'h'.4 
(,r.', '.I', '(' IS (,1I6[ S([ NS 
S['fl81I,1' Si'I'f'IIL 111'.4 
U.4[ACNIIS .4NCIISTIrNIA 
('111'11.1' C('NT,'flTA 
(' I NilS "IlNO[ [;,'.1'.4 
('111'11.1' !![lNT I (,'L,4 
(',1('lIlUS FALS.4!!lr[[;A 
([fie IS [lCC I O[NT.4L IS 
([ fir IS C.4N ,1[1[ NS I .I' 
T.4N.1I'/1 IIANI'SISSUI.4 
('1c'l/1 [NC[ UI.4NNII 
Tiltnr.' I 1 A(,H) U.4 
/.'11'1.'111/1 "'IIN[N.I'/.I' 
T ANA'" I I f'AA'I'if [Ilf ... 
11'1(1" IAN.4 1;L,4/1(A 
AI UNTIl/IS .4U ISSI!!.4 
S.4LtI CI"l[JOINGII 
S.4L! \ L.4:;'ANlIf.'.4 
SAL I \ A,." GliAL, 'I [J[S 
.'0'.41.1 \ SU'{laA'ANA 
SAil \ UlCIll.4 
SAil I 6;1[.'1 [(IN/(;) 
TA I {IS /!r,u' 1([1L! A 











































































CURRANT HUDSON BAY 
CURRANT'PIlIC~LY 
CURRANT:STIC~Y 


















































































- f AC 
NI 
NIlT-INIl 
III'L. r IIClI 
r ACII r ACW 
fAClJ~ ,rACW 
r Aell OIlL 
IIPL·.r Aell. 
rAt,OUL 
III'L. r AC 
r IICII. r lIelJ' 
r ACII r lIew 
r ACII~ ,f ACW-
NI 
r AelJ, r IICW' 
r AC r ACW-
r ACU 
rACII- ,rAC 




f AC, r AClJ 
fAClJ? 
rACII? 
IIPL ,r AClJ 
r AC r AtlJ' 
r Acll- r IIClJ 
, r ACII r AC 
fACII:rACII' 
f ACII r AC 
f AC- : r Ae 
fACW 
f ACII r IIC 





r Acll- r IIC 
fACU rACli. 
UPl ,r ACW 
r ACII f AC 
UPL.r AC 








UPl, f AC 
rACII- ,fAClJ-





































R I I N2 















C[ oe 3 
-;(; 1- NAMI 
A,' ACiA (:h,[ CC II 





hUH/lS 1'11,1([ hilS 
1".-1(( IN /111'1 IIl1 [. I N, )S/l1'I 
IA(ClN/l1I'/ dS!'/TI'SIIt/ 
"II.·It/NIIS BU U LI (N 104 
slIr I'II[ hOI A (AN.4N NS / S 
.4[L[Nh,'U[A ,"I(ClO[NT.4L1S 
ALIIA[' I CAI'I[ LOR{lt/ 
SI[I;llCl A N[,11'1[I I (ANA 
N,{lNUS VIRCINI.4NA 
I'OTU-IT I L/..4 [.L.4NO{lLOSA 
1',1T[NT I LLA (hIlT ICOS,4 
R 18£ .I' ,4111o'[ UI'I 
10' 1[0'[ S IIU[lS,W 1.4NUI'I 
hl8£S LAdfSThf 
hi B[S VI S(,7S I SS I t//l1'I 
hi BfS ('[/1[/11'1 
CIII l,lrSI.I· LlNf.4hIS 
Ci)Io'N{lS ST,7liWIT[h.4 
S.4t/H/ldfS I'I[ LrlN,lCo4hl'.4 
S.4t/8/1[/IS C[Io'IIL[ A 
S.4t/8/1CllS 1o'.4Cf t/IISA 




8ACCilAhiS CLUT IN(IS.4 
TtW(ST/lI1A N[(11'1f1 ICANA 
.1',1// [lAC,7 I'I{1LT 1 hAM AT.4 
H.4N,W.41'1'{lS KI1A[I[NIUS 
1118£.1' IN[Rl'll 
VI! IS o4l1l.7,W/C.4 
S.4R((IBAT/IS 1'[1o'1'I1(lIlATIIS 





L[ [I{I" C L.4N[lIIl(lSIII'I 
A .4l1'l1 A 1'11([;('1'111 LLA 
I'hl'.I',lrt S .lUll fl.ill104 
I'hIIS, Irt S I'UB[ sa NS 
S,'1118I1S SCiWl1 LI N.4 
B.4((IIAI1I S 1·II'IINf.4 
"III S,IC.4Io'I'{lS I'I,W,I{:t NIlS 
[Lo4f.4GN/lS .4N/:/lSr Ifill IA 


























































NATIONAL LIST OF PLANT SPECIES THAT OCCUR IN WETLANDS: 1988--NEVADA,SHRUBS 
COMMON-NAME 






SAGEBBIiSH IIH I T[ 





























III LLOII, JEPSON 




































































f ACII- f ACII 
f Aell ' 
UPL , f ACII 




UPL : r ACli 
fAC? 
r ACW 
r ACII r AC+ 
r ACII' r ACW 
r ACII' 






r AC.r ACII+ 
OBL 
fACII OBL 
f ACW: OBL 
f ACW.r Aew+ 
r ACII+ OHL 
f Ae,f ALW 
OBL 
f ACII+ ,OBL 
fACW,OBL 
f Aell r Aell 
fACW:OBL 
f ACW, OBL 
f ACII f AC 
fAClI' 
r Aell+ ,OBL 
rACII+,OBL 















































~;c I - NIIMI 
C[ 11( I',' (AN,4NN':IS 
A'I'SA N'" A AN,4 
11, 'SA W,"'[lS II 
,4I1T[I1I'<:1 A L.W(.I U'r.,~ 






.4111/ rL[ I r,' LI (Aflr,4 
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NATIONAL LIST OF PLANT SPECIES THAT OCCUR IN WETLANDS: 1988--NEVADA,GRASSES 
COMMON-NAM[ P.HINO NAT - I Nil ';'rMI:l(JL :,('1 -NAM[ !lAB I T 
BARL[Y NI NI 110G[ II,'~'[I[/I" CfNldl[..1l1/f1 AIG 
BARL[ Y NI r ACII'! 1101.[ 11t'/,'(I{/1!1 [[N',,'IN/II'I AIG 
BARLE Y . ARI ZONA NI rAC II(JAP. H,WN/II'I .4r.C,WIC/It, ANG 
BAHL[Y.CALlfORNIA NI f ACII IIOCA2 H'W(l[ /11'1 (A LI ((""N I (lit, PNG 
BARLEY,fOX-TAIL r AC' rAt r ACII !lO,1I1 H, '("['1 1m .1/l8M lIN PNG 
BARL[Y.LITlL£ r AC r Ael'. r AC 1101'11 N, Jf,'[l[U/1 I'll,\' I l UII'I ANG 
BARLO.MEAflOW r ACII- r AC f ACII 1I0BB2 II,''''NWI 8/,'.4(HI ANTH[olll'l PN[; 
BARLEY.MEflIT[RRANEAN r AC r Ad'.f At 1I01l¥ Ii< 'o[Jful'I /I),\'T "'1 \ AIG 
BENTGRASS NI OBL AGeL .. 1(.".,lS1 IS CLAI'.'!J.4 PNG 
B[NTGRASS.ALPINE r ACII- fMII-.fACII 1'01111 1'( '[lACo"."T IS lilli'll liS PNG 
BENTGRASS.BLAC~ NI r AC? AG(;12 AI;o,"ST IS C/{;ilIVTf.4 I'NG 
BENTGRASS. IDAHO f AC r AC f ACW AI; If) .4(R('S1IS ![JAH,'fNSIS PNG 
BENTGRASS.OREGON OBl r AC: OBL AGOB AC".,'ST IS (W[C,WfNSIS PNG 
BENTGRASS.ROllGIl f AC fAC fAC' AG~;C ~ .41;,,·,'S1 IS .1',-.480.4 PNG 
B[NTGRASS.SPI~~ f ACII f ACW AGO AI~R("'1'T I .I' [\ .40.4 T A PN!; 
B[NTGRASS.SPREADING fACII rAC'.fACII A(;~;T 2 .4(.o,'STIS S1t1l,WlfffiA PNG 
B[NTGRASS.THlIRBER OBL r ACW.OBL I'OTII3 {'('flACfi,"ST! S T HIIR6[ fiAN.4 PNI; 
BENTGRASS .IIATER OBL r ACW. OBl AGS[2 ACR,'S1 IS S[I'IIV[oT ICIUM A PIG 
BLUEGRASS.Al~All f AC f ACII. r AC ['0,111 I','A JUNCi ((1L1.4 PNG 
BLU[GRASS.ALPINE rACII* r ACII,f AC POAL2 1', '.4 AU 11V.4 PNG 
BlUEGRASS.ANNIIAL fAC f ACII.r ACW- POAN 1', 'A ANIVII.4 AIG 
BLU[GRASS.ARCTIC f ACII r ACII,f ACW rOAfl2 I','A A"'tT ICA PNG 
BLII[GRASS.BOG f ACII r AC. OBl I'OL[2 1', 'A L[ rr ,'(, '/1.4 PNG 
BlUEGRASS.CANADA r ACII f ACII- .r IIC P(JCO 1', '.4 i',Wl'fi[ SSA PIG 
BLII[GRASS. fOWL r ACW f ACU. f ACII' 1'01'112 1"'..1 1'.4li1S T R I S ,'NG 
BLU[ GRASS. H NTIICh Y rACII f ACII. r AC- 1'01'11 I','A f'Io'AT[NSIS PNG 
BLU[GRASS.LIEBEHG'S NI fACII I'OL[ I', 'A l[ 16[ fiC11 I'NI; 
BlU[GRASS.N[VADA fACIl fACII-.fIlCW ['ONE ) 1', '.4 IV[ V AO[ NS I S PNG 
BLU[GRASS.PATT[RSON'S fAC· r ACII. f AC' POI'A) {'('A I'ATT[RS(WII PNI; 
BLU[GRASS.ROUGH f ACII rAC.fACII ['OTP.2 1',1A T "'IV I ALI S PIG 
BLUEGRASS.SIIALL[N'S fACW f AC f ACII I'OGL) 1'('..1 CL.4(1C/r('LI A PNI; 
BLUEGRASS.WH[EL[R f ACII f ACU-. r IICU PONE? 1', 'A N[ oV, '.1'.4 PNI; 
BLU£.STE".LITTL[ rACII f ACU- . f AClI' SCSC S(HI_-A(H) ,,'1(11'1 SCl'I'.41o'1ll/1 PNI; 
BROME.fRING[D fACII rACII.rACII BP.CI2 510','/'111.1' C III AT(lS PNG 
BROM[ . R I PGllT NI r ACU? BRHII? 610',11'1/1.1' R/l6[NS All; 
BROOt\GRASS OBL OBl eMU) ("TA6h'c'SA A(IU.4! leA PNI: 
BROOH-COHN r ACII IIPL f AC SOil I;> S('fiCHIII'I 6IU'UW AIG 
CORDGRASS.ALKALI fACIl f ACW SPGP. SI'ARTINA CfiACILIS PNG 
CRABGRASS .IIA I RY f ACII fACII- ,fAC- [li :;A OICITAIo'IA SANGIlINALIS AIG i· CRABGRASS SMOOTH f ACII UPL.r AC [JII:; ole IT Afi I A I SCH .. 1[ 1'1/11'1 AIG CUPCRASS.~RAIBI[ NI f ACII. r ACW [RCOS [RII'(,HLc
'
.4 (cWTh·.4CT.4 ANG (" 
CUPGRASS. SOllTHWE STERN NI f AC. f Aell [IIGP.4 [10' I [1(lIlt '.4 r:h'An LI S ANG 
ClITGRASS.RIC[ OBL OBl l. [OI~ L[[R.I'IA [lfil~-"IO[S PNG 
DROPSE[O.SAND fACII- IIPL.fACII <;/'CP. SI'<'R"6,'L/lS Co'l'TANflfi/lS PNI; 
rALS[-OATS.SPI~ED r ACII- UPl . f ACII- 1 HSP? T fi I sn {l1'I sri C.4 TlII'1 PNG 
fALS[-OATS.IIOLf'S f ACII- fACII-.rACIl Tf~II03 TIn Sf! I If! Ik'l( /I PNG 
f[SCU[.B[ARDED fACIi IJ/'L r AC frSIl ([ SruCA SUb'lILAT A PNG [[SCU[ .HNTlIC~ Y f ACW- url . r ACW- frllP,3 [[STIICA AolllVfIINAC£ A PIG 
F[SCU[.MEADOII fACII rAell-.rAC f[I'H ([STIleA /'fo'ATfNSIS PIG 
rESCUE .RAT-TAIL rACW- UPL. r ACU VIIMY I'lIll'l.4/'11/1"''''S Alt 
fESCUE.R[D fAC rIlCII.rACII- f[P.II? ([STlIC A fi{lS"'.4 PNI; 
rOXTAll.CR[[PING NI f ACW'! ALAH .4U'NClI,,'IIS AfluNfIIN.4{'[IIS PIG 
I' .1 ~ I~-
NATIONAL LIST OF PLANT SPECIES THAT OCCUR IN WETLANDS: 1988--NEVADA,GRASSES 
COMMON-NAM[ Illli Nfl NAT-INO \, M[lOl :,C I-NflMl IIAIl IT 
fOXTAIl. M[AIlOW Olll f flew+ ,0(;1. III (;[;- .4/.(11'[ dl~IIS l~E N I, U1.4lil.l' rN(; 
FOXTAll:MlADOW NI f Ae J AC~ fllPP.) ,~{I'NC{l~IIS l'A'.·IIENSIS PIG 
rOXTAll,SllOBT-A~N Olll Olll AlA[ .~ [,1('[ ([I~[lS .4[ l'/I.4L IS PNG 
roXT All, T1lrHIl rAGII rAt+ fA(~ ALCA4 .4L,]f[CUf,'/IS CAr.f'LlNIANtIS ANG 
GOOS[GRASS INDIA r ACII IJPl rACIl [liN) [UIISIN[ INOIC.4 AIG 
GRASS,ANNUAl RABBIT-fOOT fACII+ f Acil OBl I'(lMO~ {'f'll {'('(.,IN '''INS{,[ l I[NSIS 'A I G 
GRASS,APAR[JO fACW FACW:OBl MIlIIT mII/UN6[~CIA {IT/LIS. PNG 
GRASS,BARNYAHD rACII ·rALlI.rACW leCp. [(I/IN,YI/L,lA (R{lSCALLI AI(; 
GRASS,B[C~MANN'~ NI OBl IlU P.? 6[CAI'I.4NNI.4 [~lli IftWftlS G 
GRASS,B[RMIlIlA rAC r Ar.IIJ flC CYDA CINf"O,IN (I.4CTlUIN PIG 
GRASS,BUFFAlO NI f flClI- F ACII BIIDA Btl(I/LtY (I.4(n L, 'I [![S PN(; 
GRASS BUR BRISTl[ rACil f ACII. r AC 5l Vl) SUARIA F[RTICILLATA AIG 
GRASS:CAROlINA CANARY r ACII fACII PHCAl> {,f!ALA~/S CA~(lLiNIAN.4 ANG 
GRASS,COMMON V[LV[T NI F ACU- ,r ACII HOlA l/,lLeUS LAN.4TUS PNG 
GRASS.DITCH RABBIT-rOOT NI FAClI,OBl POIN7 {'(1l I r,lc,lN I NT[ RRurT /IS PIG 
GRASS.fALL PANIC FACII rAC,FACW PAIlI {,ANIC/If'I {lICH(1TOI1IU,Wllf'l ANG 
GRASS,FOIIL MANNA OBL OBl GlST CLJC£~/A ST~/AT.4 PN[G 
GRASS,HOLY rACIl f AClI, F ACII+ 11100 f!1[R,lCf!L(I[ 11o(J~ATA PNG 
GRASS,JOHNSON FACII+ FACII.rACII+ SOHA S(1f~CH[lf'I f!.4 L[ F[ NS[ PIG 
GRASS.KNOTROOT BRIS1L[ NI FAC S[G[ SU Ani A C[NIClI1.4T A PNG 
GRASS.l[MMON'S Al~ALI rAG r AC J ACII PilL[ {,II{,CI Nfl LI A L[ I1NON I I PNG 
GRASS,NORTHII[Sl[HN MANNA OBl OBl Glot CLJ[[~/A ,1(C/[![NTALIS PN[G 
tRASS NUTTALL Al~All OBl rACII.OBl PIIAI {'{ICC! Nfl LI.4 A I R, 1 I O[ S PNG 
GRASS:NlITTAll'S Al~All OBL F AC. OBl PIINII? {'/iCc/N[ LU.4 NIIT! ALLIANA PNG 
GRASS,ORCHARD r ACU r ACU r ACU+ DfI!;l [JACTI LIS CL,ll'l[~.4T A PIG 
GRASS,PANIC r ACII r AC r ACW IlIAC2 01 ('f!.4NT fIr LI [11'1 AClIl'I1 N.4Tl1N PNG 
GRASS,RE[O CANARY OBl FACiI.OBl PilAR) f'fIALA~/S A~/lNoINA([A PNG 
GRASS,ROUGH BARNYARD FACII r AC. OBl ECMIIZ [CHINl1(HWA I'I{lRICAT A ANG 
. GRASS,SALTMARSH Al~ALI OBl OBl pur A rllCCINULIA rASCIC/ILATA PNG 
GRASS,SMALL rLOATING MANNA OBl OBl GlBO CLIC[RIA BOR[AlIS PN[C 
GRASS,SPI~[ MANNA OBl OBl PU[P. ('/ICO N[ LlI A [R[ CT A PNG 
GRASS,TALL MANNA OBl rACII+,OBl Gl[l ClIC£RIA UATA PNG 
GRASS,II[A~ MANNA OBL r ACII,OBl PIIPA) {'II(( I N[L LI A r.411C I r W~ A PN[C r. .~ . 
GRASS,IIEEPING AL~All OBl rAClI,OBl PIIDI rtICC/NULI A 01 ST ANS PIG . . ~'" 
GRA~S,IIEST[RN PANIC FACII r AC. F ACII PAOG {' AN I Cllf'I {'{,C I O[ NT A L[ PNG 
GRASS,Y[LLOII BRISTl[ FACII f AClIJ AC S[ GlZ S[TARI A CLAIIC.4 AIG 
IIAIRCRASS,ANNUAL rACII r AC.r ACII O[IlA [J[SCHAl'lrSIA OANTH,Wh'I[J[S ANG 
~:::~::~~:~~~~~~R rACII rAC,fACII O[U D£SCHAf'lrSI.4 U,WCATA PNG rACII r AC, r ACII+ Il[CA~ (I[S{,HAf'lrSIA as{,IT,lSA PNG 
LOV[GRASS, I NO I A rACIl FACII [RPI2 [~ACROSTIS f'I LOSA AIG 
LOV[GRASS,PURPl[ r ACli rAClI,FAC [ RPE [~.4C~{)STI S f'[CTlN.4C£ A ANG 
LOV[CRASS, HAL OBL r AC, OBL [RHY [R ACR,lS TI S fII rN(' I O[ S ANG 
MEAOOIIGRASS.R[[D OBL OBl GlM) ClI'c[RIA tI.4r11'1.4 PIG 
MUHL Y ,AL~Al I r ACII' f ACW. f ACII+ MilA!; 11III/UN6£RCIA ASr[RlfeLl.4 PNG 
MUHl Y ,FOXTA IL rACII r AC r ACII MilAN f'/1If! L[ N6£hC 1.4 .4NOI N.4 PNG 
MUHLY,GR[[N rACU r ACllJ ACII MllilA I'IIIH L[ NS[ RC I A r..4CU/(lS A PNG 
MUHl Y ,L[ AST F AC r ACU-.r At MIIMI2 til/ilL[ N6[~C 1.4 tllNlITI SS INA ANG 
MIJHlY,MARSH F ACW r flew f AC\!+ MII[;l) f'fIlf!L[NB£RCIA CWtl[~ATA PNG 
MlIHLY,MAT F ACU" r ACII: I" ACW MIIHI I'IIIIIUNS[RCI.4 ~/CHAROS,'NIS PNG 
MIJHlY,MAT _.F ACII- rACII- ,rACil MIISO;; fIIIIIUN[![RCIA .\\'/1ARR'lSA PNG 
MUHLY,M[XICAN rAC r AC r ACII MIIM[Z Nllf! U NB£ ~C 1;1 1'/[\ I {' ANA PNG 







" NATIONAL LIST OF PLANT SPECIES THAT OCCUR IN WETLANDS: 19B8--NEVADA,GRASSES 
_ .. _-_.- . ---_. --_.- ---
COMMON-NAM[ fifl I Nil Nil T - I N!l ';'1 MhOI ';(, I -NIIM[ IIII~ I T 
OATGHA~S.CIIl IfOHNIA r AC- r IIClI- . r AC~ !lA('II] [' .. INTI/IW/,I I',Hlf,IflNIl',4 PNI, 
OATGHII~;S.VII~;[Y r IIClI I IIClI, I Ae !lAIN flrlNT/hINIA INT[fll'I[(11.4 PN!; 
PASPAlliM ,10 I NT Ol!l' f IIC~. Ofll Pili) 16 f',4Sf'AWN fllST iLHIIN I'NlG 
QUACI\GRilSS r ACit IIPL lAC A(;H[2 ,4GfI, 'f" A'IW' fl[PrNS 1'1(; 
R[DTOP I AC~ r AC~,OUL III,IIL) A,;A,(IST IS <!lSA PIG 
R[[D.COMMON r AC~' rAC~.fIlOll PflII1I7 f'lIh'!J,;N/ r[s AIIS1 "AL IS pNrc 
R[ED.GIANT r AC~ r ACti-, r AC~ AIW()4 ..1""NDf' O,'N~I PIG 
R[[DGRASS.BLlI[-JOINT OflL r Af.. OBL LACII4 ,'AI.,lI'/A,;A','Sl IS '-AN,4[1[NSIS pNC 
R[[DGRASS SLIM~T[M r AC~ rllc~ OBl CANf L'AL,4t1Ai,'R,'S1IS NE Gl(el A (,NC 
RY[GRA~S,~[R[NNIIIL r A CIt r IICI'~ . r AC L 01'[ L,ll lIm Pr"[NN[ 1'1(; 
SACATON .IILI. AL I rile r Af. - .f AC' SI'AI Sf', 'A', 'S,'L/IS .41 ""I O[S I'N(; 
SALTGRASS, INLAND rAe. • r AC' J AUI 01:;1':;;> OIST leliLiS Sf'IC.41.4 PN(; 
SAlTCRASS,S[ASHOR£ r 11(," rAc •. rAC~' 01:;1' OIST ICI/LIS Sf'IC.4TA PNC 
SlOllCHGRASS,AM[RICAN OBL Olll illS) 6[eAtIANNIA S):IC.4CHN[ ANG 
SMAll-R[[DGRASS.NARROW-SPlh[ r AC~ rAc~.rAC~' CIIIN C.4LAtlAGR(IST IS IN[lf',4NSA PNC 
SPRANCl[-TOP,B[ARO[O OBL FAC~.Olll LUA l[f'T,l('HUiA f,4SCIC{lL.4"'S ANG 
SPRANGlE-TOP.M[XICAN r AC~ r AC~- . r AC~ l[lIN2 L[ f'T (XI/ WA liN I H[ "V 1.4 ANG 
STINI\GRASS rACU f IICU r IICI!' [HCI [RAC",lST/S CILlAH[NSIS AIG 
S~ ITCHGRASS rAe rAc,rACII PIIVI2 f'.4HICUN I'IRCATilI'I PNG 
TIMOTHY r ACU fllCIl P1IPP.3 f'H L[ [11'1 f'R.4 T[ NS[ PIG 
TIMOTHY.ALPIN[ f AC FACII, r AC~ PIIAL2 f'I/L[1I1'I ALf'IH[l1'I PNC 
TIMOTHY.FOX-TIIIL Olll OBl CRAl2 CRI {'SIS ,4U'f'[CflR,ll(l[S IIIG 
TIMOTHY,S~AMP f ACII FACII.OBl cRse (RI f'S IS S(Ho[ H"I DrS AI(; 
TRIS[TlIM,NODDING r Aell r IICII, r AC' T He[ 2 '''ISElIII'I C["NIIlIl'I I'NG 
~[DGEGRASS PRAIRIE r AC~- f AC - . r ACII' spot; Sf'H[N,'f'H,'LlS "b"TIiSATA IIPNC ~H[ATGRASS:CUTTING f AC r ACII,f AC A(;CA2 ACR(lf', fI(IN (AN I H{l1'I PIG 
~HEATGRASS,SlENO[R FAClI r ACItJ IIC AGTR .4C!l('f" "(IN 'R.4CHI C AUll/If PNG 
~H[ATGRASS,~[STERN r ACU UPL,f AC- IIGSM AC",lf'1 R(IN SI'I I' H II PNt 
III LO-Ry[ , BAS I N NI FAC-? [lC12 [LJ I'I{lS (I H[R[{lS PNG 
~ IlO-RYE, Blll[ r ACU rACIt (lGl [L'I'I{lS C LAlICtI.\' PNG 
IIILO-RY[,CREEPING F IIC' fIlClI.fAC' [UR) Url'll/S T"'T/C,l/O[S PNG 
~ILO-RY[.NOOOINC r ACU F ACII, r IIC+ [lCA4 [LJ I'Il/S CANADrNSIS PNt 
~ I LORY[. MCOUN rAC r ACII.f AC AGM2 ACfNlHtlROr {l1'I1 11.40 J{lN II PNG 
~ITCHGRASS r ACII f ACII,f AC I'IICII6 f'ANIOII'/ C,4f'1 LLAt;[ ANG 




NATIONAL LIST OF PLANT SPECIES THAT OCCUR IN WETLANDS: 1988--NEVADA,GRASSLIKES 
COMMON-NAM[ P,IlINIJ N1I1- I Nil '; ,'MhOI. ~;C I - NfII1l HAllll 
Bl ACh - S[ O!;[ Olll Olll :;CNI Stll,y NilS N I GF.' I, ,4N.I' PN!;l 
BUlHUSH,CON!;DON'S NI r AC~,OBl ~;CC(I .1'( I IlI'II.\' (,11((:0, If( II PNGl 
BUlRUSH,HARD-~lfM Olll OIlL :;CAL S( I "'f'/iS AUI1/lS PNIG!. 
BliLRIISI1, N[ VAOA OIlL OBl SCN[ .I'd IlI'II.I' NlT,4N NS I .I' PNfLt 
BULRIISH, OLN[ Y'~; OBL OUl S(;IIM? S( I III 'liS ,41'1[ IlICANIIS rH[ Gl 
BULRIISH,SlIlTMARSH NI OBl \LMA .1',' I 1ll'II.1' N,11l1 T 11'1/1.1' PNfGL 
BULHUSH,SMAlL-fRUIT Olll OIH, ~;CM 12 s,' I IN'II"" I'IIl'h'('l',~llf'IIS I'NLl 
BULRUSH, sor T -:on M OBL Ollt SLVA .1'(' I r.I'II"" 1'.4 LI fl/l .. ; I'NfCL 
BULRUSH.THR[[-SQUIIR[ OBl r M.~' ,OBl :;CI'IIJ s, I r.I'IIS I'IIN(:[ NS I'N[Gl 
CHUfA rAC~ rilL f ACW cn :; (} r£ "'11,\' [Sdl U NTiIS I'NGL 
COTTON-CRASS,fRINC[D NI r IIL~.(lIH_ [ P,LP.4 [Il f, '1'111 "'/1/'1 (111 N I U 111111 PN[ GL 
rIMBRY.HOT SPP'INC~ OBl OElL r lSI' r 1t16111S1) liS SI',4flIC[ A PNGL 
FIMBRY.HOT SPRINCS OBl r IIC~. OBl r I Til (lI/loWIS1) liS TII[I1NAlIS rNCL 
rlATS[DC[.AIIN[D OBl r AC~' : OBl CYllln C! 1'[ I1/1S A'" I STAT /IS ANCL 
rLATS[DG[ PARISH'S NI r AC~ CYPM Cl I'[ IlllS rAil I SH II PN[;L 
rlATS[OG[:R[D-ROOT OBL rAUI',OBl CY[P,2 C! /'[ 1111.1' [fl! T IIlltlllH I "-,1.1' APN[ Cl' 
rlATS[OG[.SHORT-POINT OBl OIlL C\'AC2 C! I'[ Il(lS 04("11/'11 N,4T (IS ABPN(;L 
rlATS[OG[.SMOOTH NI rAc.rAC~· CYlA2 CI I'[ IlIIS LA[I'/ GATIIS PNGl 
rLATS[DG[.STRAII-COLOR fACII fAC~ CY~;l C! I'[ 110.1' STili C"S{lS PN[GL 
RUSH.BALTIC rAC~ fflC~,OBL ,IIIIlA J{lNCOS BALT I((IS PNCL 
RUSH,C[NT[R BASIN OBL OBl ,II)AB J{lNC(lS .4BJ[CTII.\' ANGl 
RUSH.CH[SlNlIl r AC~. r IIC~ OBL ,IIICAb J(lNCUS CAST,4NE {IS PNGL 
RUSH. COLORADO r AC' r AC J ACII ,IIIr:02 J(lNOIS (,W{{lS(lS PN!;L 
HUSH.COOP[R'S r AC~. r Ar:~ r ACII' .IUcoJ J(lNC{lS (,1,11'[ III PN!;L 
RUSH,DRUMIIONO'S rACII- r IIC~: ,r ACIl ,1I101l J(lNOIS fll1/1mhWOl1 PNGL 
RUSH,H[RMAN'S O~ARr OBL f AC~' ,OIlL ,1I111[ J(lNCIIS 11[11 I [N(I) r(ls ANGL 
RUSH.IRIS-L[Af OBL OBL ,IIIX I .Il1NellS I 11'111,11 D[ .I' PNGl. 
RUSH,JOINHO OBl OBL ,llIAll4 J(lNC(lS AI1TIC(lLATIIS PNGl 
RUSH,I\[lLOCC'S fAC~ f AC~ ,1111\[ ,IIINCIIS U L [(lCC 1/ ANCL ~:. ' RUSH.I\NOTHO OBl OBL ,IIINU2 JIINCIIS Nl'flc'S(lS PN!;L 
RUSH. lONG-L[ Af NI fAC~ ,IIIMII] JIINCIIS 1'I,4CIl,lI'HI UIIS PNGL 
RUSH, LONG-STYl[ r ACII. f IIC~ r ACII. ,1I)lO JUNCUS ltWC 1ST! II .I' PNGL 
RIISH,MARIPOSA NI rACII ,111011 JIINC(lS (I{lBfUS PNGl 
RUSH.M[Rl[N'S OBl" OBL ,II)M[ ] JUNCUS /'If 1lT[ NS I ;lNIIS PNGl 
RUSH. MEXICAN fAC~ rAC~ ,IIIMf 4 JIINdl.\' I'll I/( ANIIS PNCL 
RUSH,MOSS OBl fAC~.OBl ,IIIBIl':> ,IUNC(I.\' BI1) ,'I DrS ANGl 
RUSH,PARRY'S fAC· fACti fAC. ,1I11'A ,IIINC(lS f',41lfl! I PNCL 
RUSH. R[ G£l ' S rAC~ fAC~:OIlL .Il1R[ JUNCIIS Il[ G[ L I I PNGL 
RUSH. ROC'"' Y HOIINT A I N fACI/· fACII.OBl ,1I1~;A J(lNC/IS .1',4 I I /'I(WT ,IN(lS PNCL 
RUSH.SI[RRA fACW- fAC~ ,)IINL JUNCUS N[VAD[ N.': I S PNG!. 
RUSH.Sl[ND[R f AC fAC- f AC~ ,lilT[ .I11NC(lS T[NIIIS PN!;L 
RUSH. SOrT OBL f AC~ •. Olll ,IUf r .II INCUS [(r (ISUS PN[GL 
ir RUSH. SPINY f IICII. r AC~.r AC('H ,)IIAC2 JIINCIIS ACIITII.\' PNCl 
RUSH.STRAIGHT-L[Af r ACII r AC~ ,II lOP, J/lNC{lS ,l/lTII,'I'H! LUIS PNGL ;'-, . ~: RUSH.THR[[-STAM[N f ACII. f AC~. f ACII' ,11)[ N JUNtOS [NS I ((1L illS PN!;L 
RUSH. TOAD OBl f ACII Olll ,II)BII J{lNCUS BU(,W/IIS ANGl 
RUSH.TORR[Y'S f AC~. r ACII' r flCW' ,11110 ,I{lNC{lS Tllflll[) I PNGL 
RUSH.TRACY'S r ACW' f ACII: OIlL ,1111 P- ,IUNCUS T A'Al:) I PNGI. 
SA~GRASS.CALlrOP'NIII Olll OBL CLCA2 C L.4D/ 11/'1 ('4llf, 'RN I (/ m PNf Cl 
S[OG[,ALPIN[-N[RV[ fAC~ f ACII CAN[6 (,41l[\ N{[IIl,ll'lI, '1l,4 PNGl 
S[DG[. APPR[ SS[D '. ABL r AC~ OBL CAl 1(, (AI1E1 l/I1N,'I'HI LA PN!;L 
S[ OG[ , B[ AI\[ 0 Olll Oil I. (A[X C, I' ·11l[ I [IS I('(ATA I'NGL 
I' "'If 
NATIONAL LIST OF PLANT SPECIES THAT OCCUR IN WETLANDS: 1988--NEVADA,GRASSLIKES 
COMMON-NAM[ R~IND NAT-IND :;rM!iOL 'sr; I-NAMI fill!; 11 
S[DG[.II[A~[D OBL OIlL CIIROl. ,'AI>[ I I>('Slf"~T A I'NII,l 
S[DG[ IIIG-L[Ar (lIlL r ACII •. O!;L CAAMlfi (,II>[ I ;1!1f'lIr,'LI A PNGL SEDG[:BLAC~ ALPIN[ r ACII fllCW CIINI2 (AI>[l N!C"/(ANS PNGL 
S[ DGE . BOl AND[ R' S rACW r AC. f ACW CAH!P2 (;II>[I B(ILAN[I{"1 PN[;l 
SEDG[.BROIIN IIOG alll I ACII.OBl CAIlII(, (A"[ \ b'{/IBAU"II PNfGL 
SEDG[.BROIlNISfi f ACII f IIC .01lL CIIBH I~, (" ,.fI[ \ B"UNN[ sa NS "NGL S[DG[ .CAPITAl[ fACW I Ac.rACII CIICAI) (' ,1"[1 CA/' /TAT ,4 I'NGL 
SEDGE. CLUT fACII I AC,rACW CAf 12 ,:'AI>[I flS .... U"ICI'lA PNGL 
SEDG[.CLUST[R[D rlElD fACII f ACW- ,r IICII. Cllrp.~ C,If>{ \ /''',4[ CNAC III S PN[;L 
S[DGE.COLUMBIA r ACII rACW CIIAP) , 'ilh'[ I ,·I/'[ II T A PN(;L 
SEDGE.DAR~ MOUNTAIN r AC f AC CASUl (,~I>[ I SUSN /(:"I{ ANS PNGl 
SEDGE DIFrERENT-N[RV[D f AC r AC. r ACII CAllI 8 CAl>[I H[T[",W{//IIA I'NGl 
S[DGr: DOliGLAS' r ACU r ACLI. lAC CIID02 CAh'[1 Dl'llCl,4SI1 PNGL 
S[DGE.DUS~Y-SEED rACU r ACII r AC CAPE ~ C.411[1 /'[l('CAII/'A PNGl 
SEDGE .[ARLY OBL r ACW~ OIlL CAPR4 (AII[I !'f.·A[C[ f'T('I1f1" PNGL 
S[DGE.EL~ rACII f ACII- : r IICII CA(;II) CAII[ \ CARSffll PNGL 
SEDGE.GOLDEN-FRIIIT OBl r ACII. Olll CAAU) (AII[,\ AUfI[ A PNGL 
S[DGE.HAIR-L I~E r ACII rACW CACAI2 (AR[I (A/, 1 Ll ,4RI S PNGL 
SEDGE.HARE's-rOOT r AC r AC. OBL CAl[n (AI>[ \ L[ /'()fl/ N,4 PI GL 
SEDGE.HASSE'S r ACII rACW CIIHA~ CARfI HASS[ I PNGL 
SEDGE.HAYD[N'S r AC* r AC- .r ACII CAHAl. CAl>[I IIA)DfNIANA rNGL 
SEDGE.HOARY allL r ACW+ .OIlL CACA II (,411[ \ CAN[ sa NS PNGL 
SEDGE.HOLH'S ROC~Y MOUNTAIN rACW r ACII CA~;C 12 CAR[ I S(",l!'IIU'''U'' PNGL 
SEDG[.HOOD'S NI r AC? CAflO~ CARLI H, 'l'[J/ I PNGL 
SEDGE.INrLATED aBL OBL CIIVIl> CAR[ \ 1'[ S IC A"I,4 PN[GL 
SEDGE: INLAND rACII r ACII- aBl CII I N II CAREl INT[flll'h' PNGL 
SEDGE. INTERMEDIATE rACII r ACW CAH[9 C AfI[I "[01 A PNGL 
SEDGE.JON[S' r ACII [ACII. r ACII' CAJO [ARfI .flIN[S!! PNGl 
SEDGE .HUOGG'S OBl r ACW+. OIlL CA~[2 CAfI[I A [L lllec /I PNGL 
S[DGE.L[SS[R PANICLED OBl OBL CADI4 CAUl [lIAND"A PNGl 
SEDG[.lITTL[ GR£[N aBl [ACW+. Dill CAVI5 (ARn ,1'IRI[lULA PNGL 
'S[DGE.LITTLE PRIC~LY Olll aBl CA[C CAUl [[HINATA PNGl 
SEDGE.MUD OIlL aBL CALI7 C ARfI L/ /,/,"S,4 PNGL 
SEDGE.NATIVE r ACII rAc.rACW CIIV£S CAR[I V[RNACIILA PNCl 
S[DGE.N[BRAS~A- OBl OBL CAN£2 (ARfI N[ SR AScr NS 1 S PNGL 
S£DGE.N[II r AC fAc.rACII CANO) CAUl NOVA "NGl 
S[DGE.NORTH[RN IIOG OBl OBl CAGY2 (ARfI (')NlICRAT[S PNGl 
S[DGE.NORTHERN H[AOOII fACUo r ACli. r ACW CAPR7 CAR[I /,RATIWLA I'NGL 
SEDGE.PARRY'S [ ACII r AC+. r ACW CAPAII! CAR[,\ /'AR") ANA PNGl 
S£DGE.PAYSON'S rACU fACll CAPA)I (AR[I /',4) S(WIS PNGl 
SEDG[. POOR OBL OBL CAPA22 CAfI[I I'AII/'["CII['4 PNrGL 
S[DG[.PRESL'S [ACtI [ ACU CAPP. (Afln /'RlSLlI PNGL 
SEDGE.PYR[NA[AN [ACII r AC.r ACII CAPy) CARn f'lR[NAICA PNGL 
SEDGE.RAYNOLDS' f AP f AClir AC' CARM CAfI[,1 flA) N('f.{lSII PNGL 
SEDG£.RETROP.SE aBL r AC. aBL CAR[4 C AU I R[ r fI(lh"S,4 rNGL 
SEDGE.RUSSET allL r ACW. OBl. CA~A III (,4R£I SAIATlllS PNGl 
S[DGE.RUSTY fACIi r ACU- ,r IIC- CASlll> (AR[I S[/6r IIS( A PNGL 
SEDGE. SCANDINAVIAN rACII r ACW CAN02 tAR[I N(lRV[ C 1 (A PNGL 
S[DGE.SH£LDON'S allL aBl CASH CAR[I SH[W,WII PNGL 
SEDGE.SHORE 
" 
OBl r ACII+. OBL CAUIl (.4R[ I l[ NT IWLAR 1 S PNGl 
S[DGE.SHORT-B[A~ '"f ACII. I ACII. OBL CASI2 C AfI[ I S INII L ,41 A PNGL 
S£DG£.SHORT-SCAL[ f Aell UPl.rACII CAD£.9 C AR[ I O[ W[ I AN,4 PNGL 
• '~ 
~-./ 
i,/ .:;. ~, 
" rt 1'1 ~. 
NATIONAL LIST OF PLANT SPECIES THAT OCCUR IN WETLANDS: 1988--NEVADA,GRASSLIKES 
COMM(lN-NAM[ P.fl I Nil NAI-INIJ " YMho'l :;C I -NflMI HAllll 
S[DC[ .SHORT-SCAL[ rAUl r fIf . .r Aell CAll :'4 l AfI[ I L[ r l ,If', IflA PNGL 
S[DG[.SHORT-STAL~ fAC fAI. (AP(' {"lfl[ I r,I{I, 'l'Ah"f',~ I'NCL 
SEDGE.SHOIIY f ACII f ALII. f A(- (AIl[ J lAh[1 6[ LU PNGL 
SEDG[.SIERRA f Af.1I fAC.fAell (flN[ r, L'Ai,[1 N[hTINA PNCL 
S[DG[.SLENO[P.-B[A~ r AC rAe, f Aell LAflT] (AfI[ \ Alllh', 'SUCIn A PHGI 
S[DG[.SLOliGU Olll Olll (AAI2 (,1M I ·IT/lf fI' INS PN[ (;L 
SEDG[.SMALL-U[AD OIlL fAt OBL CAlL (,4h'[ I ILL, 'T,~ PNGI 
S[DG[ SMALL-WING rAe rAe' f flCII CflMI7 ('~N[ I NI..-r .. ,lfT[NA I'NGI 
S[DCr: SOfT -L[Af r Aell r ACW ,or;L Cfllllf, (" ,4N£I flI S/'[ h'N,4 PNGL 
S[DG[ STURDY (lIlL f ACII, OBL eflAL 7 CIN[ \ AUlA PHCL 
S[DG(THIC~-UEAD r A(II fACII.fflCW CAf'A 14 (,4h[ I rA,~HI ST .. lOll ,4 PNCL. 
S[DGE.IIAHR OBL OIlL CMQ (,4N£I 4(,lI4TILI.'-" PN[CL 
SEDGE.W[STERN SINCL[-SPI~[ fACIl f ACII CAI'S2 c"AN[\ f'SfllO,lSClNr,'IO[A PHGL 
SEDGE.W[ST[RN STAR NI OBL CAOH2 CAN[ I ,'R/'IANTHA PNCL 
S[DG[.WOOD-RUSH OBL OBL CALIIl (AR[ I UOIUN.4 PNCL 
SEDG[.WOOLY OIlL ollL CALAJII (4R[ I LAN{lC I N,-IS A PNCL 
S[DGE YU~ON NI fACW CAB03 (,411£1 St'WAN_-[NSIS PNGL 
SPI~[RIISH.B[A~[D OBL OBL [LR02 [ L[ ,' .... IIAN I S R(IS T[ LL.4T A PNGL 
SPIK[RIISH.BlAC~-SAND OBL OBl [[.I'A [ L[ ,'ICH,4R IS rAtHl c.411rA PI£Gl 
SPIK[RUSH.BlIlNT OBL OBl [lOB2 [L[(ICH.4N1 S ,1ST USA APN[GL 
SPIK[RIISH.BOlAND[R'S r ACW f ACW [LIlO [[[(1(1/,411IS S,/L,4NO[!1I PNGl 
SPI~ERUSH.CR[[PING OBL OBL [LMA5 [L[(leHARIS /'IACROSTACHIA I'N[GL 
SPI~ERIISH.CRE[PINC OBL OIlL [L PA3 [[[{liH4r.'IS rALIISTR/S PN[GL 
SPI~[RUSH.D[LICAT[ r ACW f AClJ [L B[ [LUIUI.4r.'1 S B[ UA PNGL 
SPIK[RUSH.DOMB[Y'S Nf OBL HMO [U,YII.4RIS ""WT ANA PNCL 
SPIK[RIISH.f[w-rlOW[R OBL OBL [ LI'A(. [U{IClI,4h'IS f'.41Ic/r LONA PNGl 
SPf~ERUSH L[AST OBL OBL [tAC [LU'{H4RIS Ae IClIL.4RIS PN[GL 
SP.I~[RUSH: OVA H OBL OBl (LOV [Li{ICH,4h'IS ('t'.4! A AN[Gl 
SPI~[RUSH.PARISH'S OBl rACW.OBL upA4 [L[,1('HARIS rAIIISHl1 PNCl 
SPI~[RUSH.PURPl[ fACW< fACII.fACW< [LAl [[[OCHAIIIS ATII(If'UNrIlR[A ANGl 
WOODRUSH.COMMON NI fACII-.rAC LlIMU2 LlCIILA NUU IfL,lllA PNGL 
WOODRlISH.SMALl-flOW[R rAC r ACU f AC LllpA4 LlI~-lILA f'ARV If WRA PIGL 







NATIONAL LIST OF PLANT SPECIES THAT OCCUR IN WETLANDS: 1988--NEVADA,FERNS & ALLIES 
COMMON-NAM( P.8IND 
OIA I Nf [1m. (; I ANI fAC~ 
rERN.AlPINE lADY f ACII 
r £1m. BRACI\[ N rACIl 
rERN.BRITTl[ fACIl 
fERN.fERN-l II\E M(l~;()1I110 NI 
f[RN.IlAIRY IojAHR OBl 
f[RN.NORTIl[RN MAIDIN-HAIR fAt 
f[RN.SOIITH[RN MAID[N-HAIR fACIoj 
rERN.SUBARCTIC lADY rAC+ 
GRAPEr[RN. l[A~;T I ACII 
GRAP[f[RN.NOf!IH[RN I ACII-
HORS[JAll.r IflD r AC+ 
HORS[J A I l . ROIIGH fACIoj 
MOONIojORI f ACII 
QUlllIIORT.BOlAND[R'S OBl 
SCOURING-RIISH SMOOTH fACIoj 
SP II\[ -MOSS. clils OHl 
N~T-INIJ ';','MIlUl 
I ~Cloj f A('~' Ioj,)r I 
r M;II:r AC ~IDI 
I ACII' r AC- ['lAO 
I AUI.! ACIH CYlP.2 
nUL Azr I 
Olll MAVl2 
r ACII r AC AOP[ 
I ACII: r ACIoj' AOCA 
r AC. r AC' AH I 
r ACII. r At. Ij():' I 
fArll-.r AC BOliO 
I AUI. I Ar.Ioj- lOAf! 
I AC+ .r ACIoj [QIIY 
IAC.r ACIoj HOLII 
OBl ISliP 
f AC f ACII [Ql A 




rT [/,1 {JIIII'I A('/II /1 Nlln 
()ST,lrT[lItS rll.-lellIS 
.4_-, 'I L.oI (llI,-lIl, 'I [I[ S 
11.'1/,'.1'1 U A I"[.\'T 11,4 
.~flI.'INT/lfl 1'[{J.4TWI 
A[lI .. 1NTtII'l C.4rJ 1l1l.':-,'[N[IIIS 
.4TH! o'/lm (llIl-([l'IlfV.4 
F." III CHI "" S lI1rt[ \ 
F,'T 11101/"" F"h'[,4U 
[ ('lI 1 sn /11'1 AliI'{ IVs[ 
[l'tll sn {In 1/1 UtA U 
Fi'T III CH ilIff IIIfVAh'1.4 
IS(I[T[S F,'UfV[I[llt 
[l'"ISnWt LA[I'1['4T111'1 





















NATIONAL LIST OF PLANT SPECIES 'rHAT OCCUR IN WETLANDS: 19P.S--NEVADA,VINES 
COMMON-NAM[ P.t1INIJ NA 1- I NI, 
BINDIl[[D,BLAC~ rAlll I flCII- .r fie 
CR[[P[P.,lHIC~[l I ACII rACII,rAell-
GIlAP[,CANYON r A(lI- I Aell- rAe 
HON[YSUC~L[,JArIlN[S[ r Al t I Aeu r Ae· 
TIlIN[VIN[,COMMON CLIMIlING r A(' r ACII,f fie 
V[lCH,AM(P.ICflN PIIP-PI[ I'll rAe? 
V[ 1 CII, COMMON r Aell IIPL ,r flOI 
VIRCIN'S-BOIl[R,Il[ST[RN r ACII r A(II,f IICIl 
., I nb'.J1 
POCO III 




v I /1M 
v I :;11 
CLLl2 
:',', I NMl 1I1I1l11 
I"'ll C,WllfI c,WI',')LUllIIS 
I' ~l1r III N'Y I S.I'IIS 1'1 r.4([ ;1 
V/TIS AI1C,WI(,4 
l, IN 1([ 11.4 .1M', W /c A 
S,-Ih'(,'S![flflA CI N,lIVt'II,'INS 
I' /c I A .. 1tI[ r.IC .. IN,1 
F/O,4 SAT /1'.4 ('un.47' .... lIC/lSTIClr(1lIA 
" 



















BIIT1[R-(;1I1' .lONG-t;lA~ WAHH 
BIITHR-CIiP POND 
BIITI[ R-CIiP '11111 H IIA H H 
COli-LILY. Y[lLOII 
DIIC~ W[ [Il . GR[ A I[ Po 
DIIO,II[[Il. INI lAHD 
IlIlC~W[[IJ.L[AST 
IlIIC~II[[U. L[ ~,S[[l 
IlIlCUI[[D.I'Al[ 
DIIC~II[[D.SIAH 


















































































N I Olll 
N I r ACII OBL 
OBL OllL 
OBL DilL 











l [l; I 
I [H 12 







































:;L 1- NAM[ 
.\'11811[,·101.4 AL'IIAIIC.I 
III h'I(IIUol.4 tI.kf,·,'olll_-A 
1"0/(1/£.,1[,'1.4 INT[[,'tI[OIA 
111[,'10//.,1"/" tlIN,'" 
f,'.INIIN({IIIIS I, WC I 1o'l'S' III ,\' 
I,'"INIINOI/IIS SIIb'r.Il: lOllS 
1o·.'INIIN([lLf/ .... AL'II,IT ILlS 
N/If'/IAh' l/IT ({It! 
.':/' I ""'N LA I',' U NIII_-A 
L[ tiNA C I [,'8.4 
LUINA tlINIfI.~ 
If tiNA tlIN, 'r.' 
Ll tiN" I ALOII' I ;IN.4 
IlIfNA ,o/.l'IIL(A 
''--'''LLA (1IICIII,l/NS 
C£R.4T,'f'ln LlIItI NtI[R,\'lltI 
IIlr/'IIRIS VIILC.4RIS 




I'M o4l'I,lC[I iW L.4 T I (,1 LI liS 
r<'T AtI, 'C[l<'W (RI srils 
{"l'Atl<'C[I[W (ILI(.Wtll.l' 
{,,IT Atl< '6'[/, W NAl.4NS 
1'," AtI["I;r T [W CIo'.4tll N[ liS 
_-o4NNICI/[UIA I'ALIISTRIS 
1','" AtI["C[I(W I LUNtI[NSIS 
{',IT AI'I,lC[T,W ((lLIt"SIIS 
r,v AtlL'CO(W N,'OOSIIS 
r,lT AtI(lCO(W [!'I III ORIIS 
/'(IT Al'li'C[NW RI('IIAoOS.WII 
rl'T AI'I(lCO(lN NCT INATIIS 
/'i'l AtI{lC[T(W 1'11.1'1 LLIIs 
{" 'T Atl< IC[ T[W 0/1'[ RS I ([lUllS 
rl'LI C,WIII'I Al'lr1l16111t1 
NAST/lR'I{l1'I (1(( IONAL[ 
,,'ANIINCII LfI.I' T R I Clli'rlll L L/lS 
NIl'lrll.4[.4 (10"RAT.4 
CAll" oICII[ II[RI'I.4rllo["OIl /(.4 
C,4LUTol(lI[ 110[1,0"/1) LlA 
CALl"oICII[ V[RNA 
[[[·'O[ A (.4NAo[ NS IS 
[ L[lO[ ,4 [.WC I 1".4C I N.H A 
[L<"l'[ A N[I-'ANNSIS 
[U'O[ A BIf(lL1ATA 
[LAT/N[ Bo.4(,111 SrUtlA 
[LATlN[ ,oIANOo.4 











P I II 
I'N/I 
PN/I 
('NIl 
PN/I 
I' ,,,,r 
PN/II 
PN/I 
PNzr 
AN/f 
ANZr 
ANZr 
PN/I 
pNZI 
PI zr 
PNzr 
I'N/I 
I'Nzr 
pNzr 
PN/I 
pNZf 
PN/I 
PH/f 
PNZr 
f'Nzr 
PNZf 
PN/r 
PN[ II 
P Il[f 
PN/I 
PNUf 
PNZf 
PI ur 
('NUf. 
I'NZf 
PHZf 
I'Nzr 
pNzr 
AN[ Ir 
AN[ If 
PNzr 
PIZI 
P.11 1t 
i'; 
.J, 
, . 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
